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1 November 1980
Romney Stadium/Logan, Utah

Today's Game

PCAA SCORES

Aggies vs. Tigers

MACHAN, HAMPSHIRE, PRUITT & COMPANY
A complete resource for commercial real estate de
velopment and consultation services for client and
company-owned regional shopping malls and busines
office centers throughout the Intermountain West.

MHP REALTY

MACHAN
HAMPSHIRE
PRUITT & CO.

Full-service commercial and industrial real estate
brokerage, leasing and investment management.
1981 East Murray Holladay Road
Salt Lake City, Utah 84117
(801)272-9643

NOW LEASING:

This afternoon's Aggie Homecoming
attraction seems an easy enough game to
handicap. On the one hand we have
Bruce Snyder's Aggies, 2-0 in PCAA play
(3-4 overall) and coming into this weekend
with a share of the league lead (with Long
Beach State). And, on the other side of the
field, Bob Toledo's University of the
Pacific Tigers, 0-2 in the conference (3-5 in
all games) and bringing up the rear.
It's simply the best against the worst,
right?
Bruce Snyder says: "Wrong."
"Pacific, from the films I've studied, does
not look like the worst team in the PCAA .
.. not by a ways," he said. "It's obvious by
now no one in the league can expect to
win the title outright with loss. And if we
go into this game believing the UOP is the
sixth best team in the league, then we'll be
in trouble'."
While Snyder knows better than anyone
in Cache Valley about what Pacific has
going, he also remembers what the Tigers
put his club through last year in Stockton,
before USU won a 15-14 thriller. It took an
Aggie late-game 99-yard drive in four
plays (and :51 seconds) to pull it out, to say
nothing of an involved post-game scene
during which UOP's coaching staff
maintained their club should have the ball
for one play, since time hadn't expired.
(The officials ruled time had expired.)
So here we are in 1980, the Aggies
coming into the season fully expecting
again to see sensational freshman
quarterback Sander Markel, after Markel
played so well in last year's game. But,
Markel is being redshirted and Stanford
transfer Grayson Rogers is playing just as
well: 123-of-245, 1516 yards, 7 TDs and 9
interceptions. Rogers' figures compare
favorably to those of USU's Bob Gagliano:
106-of-214 for 1,334 yards, 14 TDs and 9
interceptions.

With the Aggies averaging 33 passes a
game, and the Tigers 36, it's too bad
Romney Stadium doesn't have lights.
With the passing element so obvious,
fans today will see three of the country's
top 10 pass receivers: Fifth nationally is
USU's James Murphy (36 catches in seven
games), eighth is UOP Rainey Meszaros
(40 receptions in eight games) and tenth is
Ken Thompson (31 catches in seven
games.) Murphy and Thompson each have
six TD catches.
Neither team has run the ball with
consistency: UOP averages a mere 59.5
yards a game and the Aggies 110.4. The
Ags are still waiting for sophomores
Maurice Turner and Marvin Jackson to use
the blocking of fullback Willard Browner
and the offensive line, and break out to a
rash of consistent games.
Total defense figures indicate UOP
yields fewer yards a game than do the
Aggies (298.1 to 421.4) but, remember,
UOP was first in defense last year in the
PCAA and last in wins (0-5). Bob Toledo, in
his second season, is still looking for his
first victory in the PCAA.

1980 Aggie Seniors
Steve-Steinke, kicker
Stacy Colbert, receiver
Bob Gagliano, quarterback
Kimber Hall, quarterback
John Banks, fullback
Ken Thompson, receiver
Willard Browner, fullback
Mike Fosmark, center
Ken Ciancone, linebacker
Brett Ure, linebacker
Rob Smith, guard
Craig Rigsbee, offensive tackle
Steve Vanderbrink, offensive tackle
Chris Albrittain, nose guard

September 6
CS — Fullerton 39

Fresno State 25

October 11
Utah State 28
CS — Fullerton 17
CS — Long Beach 17 Pacific 12
San Jose State 26
Fresno State 14
October 18
CS — Long Beach 23 San Jose State 21
Fresno State 27
Pacific 3
October 25
Utah State 14

Fresno State 0

Today
Utah State vs. Pacific
CS — Long Beach at Fresno State
November 8
CS — Fullerton at CS — Long Beach
San Jose State at Pacific
November 15
Utah State at CS — Long Beach
CS — Fullerton at San Jose State
November 22
CS — Fullerton at Pacific
Utah State at San Jose State

PCAA Standings
All Games

UTAH STATE
CSU — Long Beach
CS — Fullerton
San Jose State
Fresno State
Pacific

2-0
2-0
1-1
1-1
1-3
0-2

3-4
4-3
4-3
4-3
3-5
3-5

(Below: Don and Georgia Smee
are typical of hundreds of
volunteers who worked at the
Stadium. See Insert for donor
list.)

The Cornerstone for
Commercial Real Estate
Development in the
Intermountain West.

Layton Hills Mall - Layton, Utah
ZCMI, Mervyn's, Auerbachs, Castleton's
—Open
Newgate Mall - Ogden, Utah
Sears, Mervyn's, JM McDonald
—Opening August '81
Brickyard Plaza - Salt Lake City
Mervyn's, Ernst, Blocks, Harmon's
—Open

USU APPLAUDS STADIUM DONORS, VOLUNTEERS
l

Distinguished Service Awards

Smith's Food King
157 East 4th North

Smith's Food, Drug Center & Pharmacy
1400 North Main... just down from the stadium.

Change to smith's ana Pocket the Change
Family Atmosphere — No Pressure Selling
Largest Selection In Northern Utah
Displays in a manner easy to visualize in your own home
LARGE
CARPET
DEPARTMENT
Great selection of rolls. Many
remnants always on hand.
Expert Installation Available.

We offer
REVOLVING/
CHARGE
Tuesday through Saturday 9 to 6
Friday-9 to 8
CLOSED
Sunday and Monday

Clayton Clark

W. Eugene Hansen

Four alumni of Utah State University re
ceived the university's Distinguished Ser
vice Awards Friday, October 31.
The recipients are Dr. Clayton Clark,
Logan; W. Eugene Fiansen, Salt Lake City;
Cleve H. Milligan, Smithfield; and Jane S.
Tibbals, Salt Lake City, President Stanford
Cazier announced.
Dr. Clark retired in 1977 after serving as
director of the Center for Research in
Aeronomy and director of the Engineering
Experiment Station at USU. He was an
organizer and early pioneer in the upper
atmosphere research effort at USU that
has become internationally acclaimed.
He was born in Hyde Park and was
graduated from Utah State in physics in
1933 and received his doctorate in
electrical engineering at Stanford in 1957.
Mr. Hansen is a partner in the law firm
of Hansen and Orton. He is staff judge
advocate for the 96th Army Reserve
Command. In public service he has served
as an advisory member of the Medical
Malpractice Subcommittee for the Utah
Legislature, member of the Governor's
Committee on Medical Malpractice, and on
other committees and boards.
A native of Tremonton, he served Utah
State as student body president prior to his
graduation in 1950, and as president of the
Alumni Association and on the Board of
Trustees and Development Fund Board.
Prior to his retirement from the Utah
State faculty, Mr. Milligan had served as
head of the Civil Engineering Department.
He was noted for the "Well-balanced
character of his contributions in teaching,
administration, research and foreign
service."
Born in Lewiston, Mr. Milligan was
graduated from Utah State, earned a
masters at the University of California,
Berkeley, and did doctoral work at Utah,
Colorado and Stanford.
Mrs. Tibbals has been prominent in

Cleve H. Milligan

Jane S. Tibbals

public service. She is currently vice-pres
ident of the Utah Easter Seal Society for
Crippled Children. She has served the
Community Chest and United Fund
Drives, Utah Symphony, March of Dimes,
Ballet West.
Born in Vernal, she was valedictorian
and student body president at Uintah High
School, then was active in student
government, journalism, speech and
drama at Utah State, where she received
her bachelors degree. She has also been
chairman of the Development Fund board
and member of the Institutional Council at
USU.

Homecoming Parade
Grand Marshal
Douglas Archibald, a building construc
tion student with the Bridgerland Area
Vocational Center is the grand marshal of
the 1980 USU Homecoming Parade.
Archibald's name was drawn from a
barrel containing the names of all 500 in
dividuals who contributed their time and
labor toward the completion of the addi
tional seats for Romney Stadium.
In selecting the parade leader, President
Cazier stated, "The stadium expansion
project has been a community program
and the university is grateful for the volun
teers who donated their time and talents.
We succeeded despite many people's pess
imism.
"These individuals, along with many
others, have also contributed materials,
equipment and money so that the entire
project could be completed with minimal
cost to the university or the state," Cazier
pointed out.
"With this drawing we want to give spe
cial honor to all the volunteers who con
tributed their physical labor to the project.
We give special thanks to the Alumni
Association for its help in organizing the
volunteers and
for
providing
this
recognition program," the president
added.
Archibald was a senior at Sky View High
School at the time he and members of the
building construction class donated their
efforts to the expansion project. After
graduation, he enrolled in the Bridgerland
building program. He is the son of Theron
and Margaret Archibald of Smithfield.

Homecoming Royalty

The Utah State University 1980 Homecoming Queen is Toni
Trussel, above, center, from Sunset, Utah. Attendants are, left,
Cydne Horrocks, Vernal, Utah and Catherine Mortensen, right,
Concord, California.

Car Coaclies
The automobile dealers listed below are making
available to the athletic department several cars to be
used in scouting, recruiting and administrative work.
This consideration saves the Aggie budgets thousands
of dollars each year.

MORRIS VOLKSWAGEN - LOGAN

JAY DEE & ALICE HARRIS
Congratulate
The USU Athletic Department
For Outstanding Contributions
to Our Community

WILSON MOTOR CO. - LOGAN

WILSON MOTOR CO. - LOGAN

PALMER'S, INC. - PRESTON

MORRIS VOLKSWAGEN - LOGAN

PALMER'S MOTOR CO. - LOGAN

AXTELL CHEVROLET - LOGAN

CHRYSLER DODGE COUNTRY, USA - LOGAN

BOB WILSON MOTORS — BRIGHAM CITY

DAHLE TOYOTA - LOGAN

REN'S CHEVROLET CO. - MALAD. IDAHO

ANDERSON-FORD, INC. - BRIGHAM CITY

MAYNARD VICTOR
BOUNTIFUL

MENLOVE DODGE TOYOTA — Bountiful

MARK MILLER PONTIAC, INC. — MURRAY

BAUGH MOTOR COMPANY - LOGAN
4
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AGGIE EDUCATIONAL AND ATHLETIC SCHOLARSHIPS

HANSEN

>H 88

U.S. CONGRESS SI
"Hansen is commended for
his consistently pro-life
voting record.. National Right to Life
Political Action Committee. May 10, 1980.

Jim has been an unwavering supporter
of the American Family as the funda
mental social institution. Jim has a
proven record of support for pro-life and
pro-Family legislation and opposes the
Equal Rights Amendment and abortion.

"Hansen is an outstanding
supporter of the free enter
prise system. . ."Associated Builders

and Contractors of Utah, Deseret News, April 9,
1980. Page E-3.

As a successful small businessman,
Jim understands the importance of fiscal
responsibility in government as well as
in business and domestic life. When
elected, Jim will work to curtail the
excessive governmental regulations cur
rently stifling American business and
making our nation more and more de
pendent on expensive imported energy
resources.

"Hansen blends a conserva
tive ideology with a prag
matic approach." Congressional
Quarterly: Special Report Supplement to
Vol. 38 No. 8, Page 513, 2/23/80.

"Best respected member in
the House of Representa
tives." Utah Holiday, August 1979.

The Hansen record is clear and un
questioned.. .Jim incorporates a
consistently conservative voting record
with an experienced understanding of
the political process. Jim Hansen will be
an effective Congressman the moment
he assumes office.

Jim's honesty, integrity, and leadership
qualities have won him the widespread
respect of all who have been associated
with him in his civic, Church, and
personal activities. In an unprecedented
display of the esteem with which he is
held by others, all Republican members
of the Utah legislature, both the House
and the Senate, have publically
endorsed his candidacy for Congress.
Paid for by the Hansen for Congress Committee.
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THROUGH THE INTEREST AND ASSISTANCE £>F ALUMNI AND FRIENDS,
UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY AWARDS SCHOLARSHIPS TO STUDENT ATHLETES.
THIS GENEROUS SUPPORT BENEFITS A GREAT NUMBER OF ATHLETES
IN ALL SPORTS; PROVIDES "THE WINNING EDGE" IN COMPETITION

The "Winning Edge" is a part of the
Utah State University Big Blue Club
and athletic donor program. The
persons listed below have responded
to the needs of the men's and women's
athletic programs at USU with
generous financial and personal
service support.
Athletic Development
Mr. & Mrs. Jay Dee Harris, Tremonton
Mr. & Mrs. Jack B. Parson, Logan
Mrs. LeGrand Johnson, Logan
Dean C. Baugh Memorial, Logan
Mr. & Mrs. Mark O. Haroldsen, Salt
Lake City
Dr. & Mrs. Owen Jones, Mesa, Az.
Statesman
Mr. & Mrs. Tony Adams, Kansas
American Savings & Loan, Logan
Mr. & Mrs. Dennis Bullock, Providence
Cache Country Carpets, Logan
Cache Valley Electric, Logan
Century 21/N&N Realtors, Logan
Mr. & Mrs. G.H. "Herb" Champ, Logan
Mr. & Mrs. Tuff Claybaugh, Brigham
City
Ellis Equipment Co., Logan
Mr. & Mrs. Blain Hancey, Jr.,
Providence
Mr. & Mrs. Wyand Hart, Mendon
Mr. & Mrs. Craig Hansen, Providence
Integrated Systems Engineering,
Logan
Mr. Eriel Iwamoto, Lewiston
Mr. & Mrs. Mark B. Jenson, Provo
Mr. & Mrs. Vernon Johnson, Bear
River City
Mr. & Mrs. David N. Kooyman. Hyde
Park
Mr. & Mrs. Darwin Larsen, Ogden
Mr. & Mrs. John H. Laub, Brigham
City
Mr. & Mrs. Robert B. Murray, Bountiful
Mr. & Mrs. E.J. Nixon, Jr., Hyde Park
Mr. & Mrs. Dale Openshaw, Sandy
Mr. & Mrs. Bud Ozmun, Logan
Mr. & Mrs. N.E. Parson, Logan
Preston Lumber Co., Preston, Idaho
Raymond Construction Co., Logan
Mr. & Mrs. Larry Rose, Brigham City

Mr. & Mrs. Jeff Smith, Layton
Mr. & Mrs. F. Jay Spencer, Logan
Thiokol Corporation, Brigham City
Travel Chalet, Logan
Udy & Jones, Inc., Fielding
R. Dean Udy, Brigham City
Utah Power & Light Co., Salt Lake
City
Mr. & Mrs. Gary M. Watts, Provo
Weston's Lamplighter Motel, Logan
Mr. K.W. Yeates, Lake Tahoe, Nev.
Scholarship
Mr. & Mrs. Ladell Andersen, Logan
Anderson Lumber Co., Logan
Mr. & Mrs. Val Andreasen, Grace, Id.
Baer Welding Co., Providence
Mr. & Mrs. Myron Barlow, Brigham
City
Glenn P. Baugh Co., Logan
Baugh Motel, Logan
Mr. & Mrs. Dale Webber, Logan
Mr. & Mrs. Douglas Bock, Logan
Mr. & Mrs. Theron Bringhurst,
Providence
Bullen's Farm Equipment, Logan
Mr. & Mrs. Ted Burt, Corinne
Mr. & Mrs. Vern Clark
Continental Growth, Inc., Hyrum
Mr. Joseph F. Cowley, Salt Lake City
Mr. & Mrs. Jerry Cronquist, Smithfield
Mr. & Mrs. Merlin Eliason, Logan
Bill Davis Carpets, Logan
DeVerle's Juniper Inn, Smithfield
Mr. & Mrs. Clyde Evans, Logan
Mr. & Mrs. George Everton, Jr.,
Providence
Mr. & Mrs. Gene Farnsworth,
Bountiful
Mr. & Mrs. Russ Fjeldsted, Logan
Gam Enterprises, Fielding
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Saxton, Smithfield
Colburn Travel, Logan
Mr. & Mrs. Keith Gates, Logan
Gossner Cheese, Logan
Mr. & Mrs. Lee Hales, Logan
Ora Hall, Ogden
Marion "Swede" Hansen, Malad, Id.
Helo-Wood Helicopters, Inc.,
Tremonton
Mr. & Mrs. Lyle Hillyard, Logan
Mr. & Mrs. Cleon Hodges, Bountiful

Mr. & Mrs. Marlin Hoth, Providence
Mr. & Mrs. Ralph Hunsaker,
Honeyville
Mr. & Mrs. Fred Hunsaker, Logan
Jack's Tire & Oil, Logan
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph C. Jacobsen, Logan
Mr. & Mrs. Sterling Jardine, Clarkston
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Jensen, Logan
Jim & Dave's Enterprises, Tremonton
Mrs. LeGrand Johnson, Logan
Mr. & Mrs. Rulon Jones, Denver
Mr. & Mrs. Sidney K. Larsen, Mendon
Mr. & Mrs. Dennis Mathews, Millville
Mr. & Mrs. Jim Kemp, Logan
Mr. Jim Laub, Providence
La-Z-Boy, Inc., Tremonton
Maughan Construction, Logan
Mr. & Mrs. Michael McKenna,
Newport Beach, Ca.
Mr. & Mrs. Bob Miller, Logan
Mr. & Mrs. Scott Nielson, San Marcos,
Ca.
Mr. & Mrs. Candland Olsen, Bountiful
Mr. Rick Parros, Denver
Mr. & Mrs. D.B. Peterson, Logan
Mr. & Mrs. W.R. Petersen, Hyrum
Mr. & Mrs. Guy Ray Pulsipher,
Paradise
R.C. Willey Co., Syracuse
Mr. & Mrs. Max Rigby, Logan
Mr. & Mrs. Ralph Roylance, Smithfield
Mr. & Mrs. Ernest Siler, Logan
Mr. & Mrs. Jodie Smith, Benson
Mr. & Mrs. Merv Speth, Logan
Mr. & Mrs. George Sunada, Logan
Mr. & Mrs. Rod Tueller, Logan
Mr. & Mrs. Ralph Walker, Logan
Mr. & Mrs. Brent Wangsgaard, Logan
Mr. & Mrs. Keith Watkins, Providence
Mr. & Mrs. Grant White, Logan
Mr. Jerry Wilson, San Gabriel, Ca.
Mr. & Mrs. Wayne Wimmer, Logan
Mr. & Mrs. John C. Worley, Logan

Chris Albrittain

Patrick Allen

Todd Anderson

John Banks

Marv Ellis

Dave England

Rich Engel

Dale Ephriam

John Erbeznik

Clint Farmer

Tony Barnett

Thomas Bates

David Bluford

Brent Brackus

Kevin Brady

ToddBrafford

Fred Fernandes

Mike Fosmark

Chip Frederking

Phil Frye

Bob Gagliano

Hal Garner

Stewart Broce

Ken Brown

Willard Browner

Charles Butler

Andre Bynum

Chico Canales

Eric Grisby

Kimber Hall

Bryan Henley

Larry Hogue

Marvin Jackson

Markjacoby

Skip Clampett

Rod Clayton

Stacy Colbert

Charles Colosimo

Steve Jacson

Marlin Jensen

Andy Johnsen

Nate Jones

Mitch Kaiser

Greg Kragen

Anthony Crowell

Joe Crum

Dennis DeLoach

Garth Dodson

David Kuipers

Guy McClure

Curtis McGee

Pat McKenna

Morrell McKinnon

Eric McPherson

Brian Christensen

J. L. Coon

Ken Ciancone

Draymond Crawford

(USU Players continued on page 10)
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TOSSING THE BOMB
Troy McWilliams

Jason Mellon

Shawn Miller

Dale Money

Come and be Part of a

Proud Tradition
James Murphy

Lanny Nelson

Clancey O'Hara

Henry Omana

Utah has a great sports tradition.
Her teams are consistently ranked
with the best in the nation, and
her mountains, canyons and rivers
beckon outdoor enthusiasts from
throughout the world.
Pick your favorite activities out of
the list below and join us this
summer at BYU. Develop your
skills and have a great time while
you're at it.
Here are 21 fields to pick from:
Football Camp Ages 12-18
Women's Basketball Coaches Clinic (1 ciedit)
Modern Dance & Jazz Workshop for Youth
Ages 14-18
Athletic Trainer's Workshop (1 credit)

Mike Perko

Tennis Ages 10-18
Volleyball (coaching credit available)
Ages 14-18
BYU Dance (1 credit)
Soccer Coaches Clinic (1 credit)
Soccer Camp Ages 12-18
Robbers Roost Adventure - Family Camping
Adventure
Basketball Camp for Boys Ages 11-18
Baseball Ages 10-18
Wrestling Camp Ages 12-18
Gymnastics Camp Ages 10-18
River Run Ages 12 & older
Track & Field Ages 13-18

Paul Petros

Tony Roach

Mike Robinson

Swimming/Diving Camp Ages 13-18
Pep Clinic Ages 14-18
Basketball for Girls Ages 14-18
Backpacking Trek - Family backpacking
adventure Ages 14 & up
For your brochures on the above listed programs, please
check the boxes of programs that interest you, cut out
this ad, and mail to:

Summer Youth Programs, Conferences
and Workshops, 242-FB-HRCB
Brigham Young University, Provo,
Utah 84602 or call 378-3556

A1 Salvo

Doug Samuels

James Samuels

(USU Players continued on page 19)

Conf.&Workshops=

by Nick Peters, Oakland TRIBUNE

P

erhaps there is no play on the col
lege gridiron which commands the
excitement of a well-timed, wellexecuted touchdown bomb.
A long broken-field run from scrim
mage or an electrifying kickoff return
often are not appreciated until it's too
late. You sit there, expecting the tackle to
be made, so you frequently don't realize
the impact of an 80-yard dash to daylight.
But the long pass is a thing of beauty.
Once it leaves the quarterback's hand,
there is no question of its intent. Accord
ing to the dictionary, a bomb is a missile
used as a weapon. There could be no
more apt description because the bigplay pass is expressly designed for a huge
chunk of yardage or a touchdown.
Once the ball is sent spiraling downfield, all eyes are on the receiver and the
defender. They are a frozen tableau once
the ball arrives, the paragon of athletic
artistry. They resemble ballerinas, grace
fully reaching for the ball, the antithesis of
the brute force implied in most other as
pects of the game.
Time was when the touchdown bomb
was a rare treat, but the advent of highquality passing attacks has made it a
primary weapon in college football.
J
Its advantages are obvious. A strong|
passing game is a definite crowd-pleaser. .&
A competent quarterback and a fleet re- f
ceiver can quickly change the momen- J
turn of the game. The contest, moreover, is
|
not merely reduced to a question of I
strength. The most powerful team £
doesn't necessarily win when the under- "»
dog possesses a well-honed air game.
S.
continued £

THE BOMB

The Season Belongs to Jantzen

The bomb was a lethal football weapon
long before today's artists started tossing
it. As early as 1906, Bradbury Robinson of
St. Louis U. connected with John
Schneider in the end zone on a
remarkable 87-yard touchdown pass
against Kansas.
A few years later, Notre Dame's Gus
Dorais, throwing to an end named Knute
Rockne, passed the Irish to a 33-13 upset
of Army in 1913. That outcome had a pro
found influence on the passing game, for
it introduced the advantages of a strong
air attack to the East Coast.
The bomb became more and more evi
dent in the East. Bill Hess, in '19, hit Penn
State teammate Bob Higgins for a 92-yard
TD against Pitt. But the most famous
long pass of that era, appropriately, was
launched by a West Coast club, California,
in the 1920 Rose Bowl.
All-American Brick Muller, an end,
heaved a 53-yard touchdown to Brodie
Stephens off a trick play, sparking the
Golden Bears to a 28-0 romp. Buckeyes'
safety Pete Stinchcomb, also an AllAmerican, marveled: "I simply didn't be
lieve anybody could throw the ball that
far."
But it was the Southwest that perfected
the passing game in the Twenties and
Thirties. Southern Methodist, under
coach Ray Morrison, was known as The
Flying Circus. Dutch Meyer, among the
first coaches to realize the forward pass
was a science, reaped the benefits of a
stout air game with quarterbacks Sling
ing Sammy Baugh and Slingshot Davey
O'Brien in 1934-38.

continued

O'Brien was the first Southwest athlete
to win the Heisman Trophy, but Baugh
had the far greater arm, achieving star
dom as pro football's first outstanding
passer. Baugh's finest hour at TCU came
in a 1935 showdown with SMU. Both were
unbeaten and the Horned Frogs won
when Baugh's 37-yard bomb on fourthand-14 cracked a 14-14 tie.
Another Southern slinger, Dixie Howell,
used a 69-yard scoring strike to the fabled
Don Hutson to give Alabama a win over
Stanford in the 1935 Rose Bowl.
Soon, more and more outstanding
passers hit the headlines as the game
gradually began to change. Frankie Albert

The success of the bomb depends on a
wide receiver who can shake the coverage.

\A/intuk 8
T T DUFONT Orion

Holiday Warmth.
For a grand opening this Christmas,
let friends, lovers and family know
that a Jantzen cableknit sweater would
do handsomely, thank you.

They have the look and feel of wool,
but these fashion classics are
machine washable Wintuk Orion."
About $29 to $35.

began opening things up under Clark
Shaughnessy's T-formation at Stanford,
but others like Columbia's Sid Luckman,
UCLA's Bob Waterfield, Northwestern's
Otto Graham, Notre Dame's Johnny
Lujack and Mississippi's Charlie Conerly
were far better pure passers.
In the late Forties, Oregon's Norm Van
Brocklin was regarded as the best long
thrower in the game. At about the same
time, Yelberton Abraham Tittle was mak
ing a name at LSU. His motto: "Bomb the
hell out of them, no matter what the
score."
By the Fifties, there was a proliferation
of pass-minded quarterbacks. Stanford
had a succession with Gary Kerkorian,
Bobby Garrett and John Brodie. Len Daw
son burst upon the scene as a slinging
sophomore for Purdue in '54, totaling

eight TD passes in his first two games
against Missouri and Notre Dame.
Against Northwestern in '55, Dawson and
Erich Barnes hooked up for a 95-yard
bomb.
In 1961, Texas missed an unbeaten sea
son only because Sonny Gibbs passed 50
yards to Buddy lies, giving Baylor a 6-0
upset. In 1966, a speedster named Jerry
LeVias stole the thunder from SWC pow
ers like Texas, Arkansas and A&.M by
leading SMU to the championship.
That same year, Warren McVea was on
the receiving end of a 99-yard bomb from
Bo Burris for Houston against Washington
State, a record that still stands. Whether
James Street or Eddie Phillips threw
them, bombs to Cotton Speyrer made the
Longhorns the nation's best in 1970-71,
but the big noise in the passing game was
being made on the West Coast.
In the early '70s, Jim Plunkett (Stan
ford), Dan Fouts (Oregon), Sonny Sixkiller
(Washington) and Dennis Dummitt
(UCLA) were all flinging at the same time.
A few years later, it was Vince Ferragamo
and Steve Bartkowski (Call, Mike Rae and
Pat Haden (USC) and Mike Boryla and
Mike Cordova (Stanford).
The list, of course, is incomplete. The
important thing is that the big play pass
has been much more than a fluke at some
schools. It has been an integral part of the
offense.
"I've always loved the big play in foot
ball," said a former coach who guided his
teams to stunning bowl upsets. "The
change of momentum is so important in
football and if you can't get it off the kick
ing game—whether with a block or a
runback—the next best thing is the
bomb.
continued

THE BOMB
"There's nothing like being able to hit a
home run when you can get it," he added.
"You try to catch the defense napping
and then, when they bite, you go after it.
But people have not used the passing
game extensively at most schools simply
because it's a matter of philosophy.
"Most of the coaches in the nation
learned their football at a time when the
game was very conservative," he contin
ued. "It's also been easier to recruit top
athletes who can run and those big line
men who can keep you in a controlled
ground game. As a result, it's natural that
most coaches would elect a more conser
vative style."
His philosophy was born of necessity.
"I was stubborn for a while," the coach
admitted, "but I finally realized I couldn't
recruit with some of the top running
teams, so I had to do something different.
It was a matter of survival, so we just de
cided to start throwing the ball better
than anybody else. As a coach,you have to
come up with ways to win and we felt the
strong passing game was the best way.
"Butyou have to pickyour spots forthe
bomb. A lot of times, you do it early to
figure out what kind of coverage people
are using. The idea, of course, is to get
your fastest receiver isolated on man
coverage.
"You set it up by throwing a lot of un

continued

derneath stuff like sidelines and curls,"
he continued. "At a precise moment, your
press box coaches observe the cornerback cheating and you go for it. You also
try to do it on obvious running downs, like
third-and-two, to further disguise it.
"Your edge is that teams just don't prac
tice that much against the long pass. It's
especially true in post-season games."
"Having a receiver with great speed is
great, but the key to completing the bomb
is the defensive back," said another coach
who has guided the collegiate careers of
many passing quarterbacks. "You study
films to notice what the DB might do
under certain conditions. Your whole
passing game is based on attacking
weaknesses, so we spend a lot of time
studying a DB to see where he might be
most susceptible."
"Our whole passing game was based on
getting the ball to someone with great
outside speed. We knew we had a super
weapon with our fast wide receivers. You
always look for guys like that because
they can make you," said a West Coast
coach.
"With them in the lineup, even if you
didn't complete the long pass, it was a
major weapon. It made defenses think
about what could happen and it opened
up a lot of other things," he said."It's such
a good weapon, coaches should use it

more. It narrows down to a physical battle
between two guys—and you have an
edge with the speedburner. You put him
on the strong side and you force the de
fense to do a lot of things.
"I feel speed is the key, but you could
also be successful with slower guys. The
long pass is one a lot of college QBs can
master, but they fail to make maximum
use of it. There's a lot of room for error by
the defense and there's always a chance
of pass interference. \bu've got to throw
long to open up everything else."
"When you have such confidence in
your passing game, you feel you can beat
anyone with it," said another, a strong
proponent of the pass. "The long pass
simply is the best way to neutralize
somebody else's strength. We have been
able to beat more physical teams by
throwing the long ball effectively.
"I'll never forget the morale boost one
big win gave us. When you need that
something extra, a well-executed passing
game gives you tremendous confidence
and upset capabilities.
"The bowl games, of course, are the
perfect example of what can happen," he
concluded. "Even run oriented teams
needed the pass to whip more conserva
tive clubs. If you can pass, you can move
on anyone."
"You first must have people capable of
giving you a percentage chance of com
pleting the pass," another veteran of the
long ball said. "If you don't get yourself a
great receiver, it's not much of a weapon.
The QB doesn't necessarily have to have
the great arm, but he must have timing.
Successful pass combinations take count
less hours of practice.
"The passing game has never been a
desperation thing for me. It's always been
a science. You only use the bomb, for in
stance, against certain types of cover
age. It has to be a one-on-one situation
whether it's man or zone coverage. Then
you study film to look for flaws in a de
fense, situations when a guy is most vul
nerable.
"If you hit five bombs off a go pattern
over the course of a season, you're suc
cessful. You pickyour spots by throwing it
in obvious run situations. You also do it
inside the opponents' 35 because de
fenses invariably tighten at that point.
"You use it against more physical
people because you know it's easier to go
over them than through them."
The ultimate, of course, is to attain bal
ance. Toward that end the bomb is a
prime consideration. When you throw it
the threat itself is almost as dangerous as
the completion. As a result, more and
more teams are including the long pass
as a vital part of the offense, not merely as
a desperation move.
The bomb, much to the fans' and the
underdogs' delight, is here to stay.
«•'

America's autumn ritual is underway, and the fall line up of all-stars in jeans,
shirts and tops is playing at The Gap. The
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Plus action and sweat looks you can't
find anywhere else, for guys, gals and
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illy Cannon. Even now, two decades
removed from a fabled collegiate
career, the name is magic, synony
mous with the glamour trappings of foot
ball, All-America, Heisman Trophy, No. 1.
In the Eisenhower, Elvis years of the
late 1950s, there was no bigger name in
6t

college football. When Paul Dietzel, the
34-year-old coach at Louisiana State Uni
versity, signed the bowlegged halthack to
a grant-in-aid, he gained an athlete of
frightening abilities for the Southeastern
Conference armada being assembled in
Baton Rouge. Cannon was a 9.5 100-yard
sprinter and could press 260 pounds, a
total of only 20 pounds off the gold medal
effort for his weight class in the 1956
Olympics.

Dietzel had to beat back a horde of
hard-breathing recruiters from other
schools after Cannon scored 229 points
in an All-State, All-America senior season
at Baton Rouge Istrouma. LSU held strong
ties to the Cannon family. Billy's father
was a university dormitory custodian and
an older brother, Harvey, had been a Tiger
track letterman. Billy himself sold con
cessions at every LSU home game since
he was eight. Still, Dietzel had to over
come strong efforts by Rice, Florida,
Alabama, Oklahoma and Ole Miss. But
when he did, the 34-year-old coach held
lightning in a bottle.
continued on 14t
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THE10 BEST GAMES
OF THE DECADE

"EVEN ON THE PLANE OF THE FUTURE,
SERVICE CAN'T DE ATHING OF THE PAST."
- FRANK BORMAN, PRESIDENT EASTERN AIRLINES

by Marvin West, Knoyville NEWS-SENTINEL
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No matter how well-designed a plane is, it's the service you get on it that counts.
Take our A-300. It's a new breed of wide-body, with excellent fuel-efficiency,
quieter engines, and plenty of room for you and your belongings. It's the plane of the
future, and Eastern's the only U.S. carrier that has it.
But even the most advanced plane can't make your flight enjoyable. It takes
people to do that.
Like Eastern's Michele Montpetit, Cynthia Bowen and
Captain Bill Preissner. They work hard to make what could be
a cold plane a little warmer. Good service may be an oldfashioned idea, but at Eastern, it'll never become obsolete.
If we want your business in the future, we have to earn
our wings every day.

EASTERN

WE HAVE TO EARN OURWINGS EVERYDAY,

hi« could be that special Saturday. Somewhere,
sometime this season, we'll have a really big
game. It might be as good as Texas Christian
and Southern Methodist in 1935 ... or Tennessee
and Georgia Tech in '56... or Arkansas and Texas in
'69 ... that was a tough one.
Big game settings are almost always the same ...
two top teams, a great stadium overflowing, girls
turning cartwheels, college spirit and cider flowing
freely. Half the fans are sneaking up on insanity, the
other half gone mad ... and glad. You are sur
rounded by atmosphere, color everywhere, shakers
in the eyes, ears, nose and throat.
It is fitting that big games rearrange the polls,
decide league championships, fill the bowls. Some
times a big one swings the national crown.
In the decade past, there must have been a
hundred big games, many of them involving
Alabama. That's because for Tide foes, Alabama
Saturday was generally the big game of the year.
The surge for the Crimson Tide really started in
1971. Alabama had a struggling 6-5-1 record the year
before and some were saying Coach Paul Bryant
was getting too old. He answered by secretly switch
ing to the wishbone and unveiled the new offensive
alignment in Los Angeles, giving college football
fans one of the best games of the decade, continued

Herb Menhardt celebrates his winning kick as the scoreboard
shows the final tally.
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Jerry Tagge, Nebraska's quarterback,
remembers: "We pretended the season
was one game at a time, but we felt all
along it would come down to that con
frontation."
It was awesome. The buildup was wild.
Chuck Fairbanks, the Sooner coach,
recalls a prediction: "This will be one of
the greatest games in college history."
It was. On a gray, windy, chilly day in
Norman, Okla., Johnny Rodgers ran 72
yards on a punt return. Nebraska's special
defense slowed Greg Pruitt, but Ok
lahoma QB Jack Mildren ran keepers for
130yards. Bob Devaney, the Husker coach,
figures Mildren would still be running
had it not been for Rich Glover. The great
middle guard made 22 tackles!
Jeff Kinney, a Husker RB, had an even
better day ... 31 tries, 174 yards, four
touchdowns.
Oklahoma led, 31-28, with 710 to go.
Nebraska challenged. The Sooners
couldn't enforce the roadblock. The key
play was third and eight at the OU 46.
Tagge escaped a rush and threw. Rodgers
made a remarkable catch.
"Raymond Hamilton had Tagge by the
foot but he got away," recalls Lucious Selmon. "That was the whole ball game."
Kinney got the clinching touchdown.
Selmon cried.
Notre Dame 24, Alabama 23, Sugar Bowl,
Jan. 1, 1974

Alabama 17, Southern Cal10, Sept. 10,1971

Insurance for your car, home, life and business.
Look in the Yellow Pages for your nearest independent SAFECO agent

SAVE WITH

The Trojans, 20-point winners over
Alabama the year before in Birmingham,
were 11-point favorites. The Tide was
going to sink or swim with a borrowed
version of the Texas wishbone. Tough lit
tle Terry Davis was the quarterback, an
option runner, not much of a passer.
Johnny Musso, the best running back in
Alabama history, tagged Southern Cal for
two touchdowns, eight- and 13-yard runs.
Bill Davis kicked a field goal and two con
versions.
John McKay, the USC coach, remem
bers: "They took it to us and we weren't
ready. They outhit us, outran us and outcoached us."
Bryant remembers: "I've been around
better teams but I've never been prouder
of one."
David Bailey remembers. He made a
game-saving stop on a Lynn Swann kickoff return. John Mitchell remembers. He
was a Tide defensive end, Alabama's first
black starter.
In this big game, Tide fortunes turned
and headed for the football moon.
Perhaps Alabama arrived with the series
of national championships ... or maybe
the flight is still going up.

Jerry Tagge led the Huskers to a 1971 win
over Oklahoma.
Nebraska 35, Oklahoma 31, Nov. 25,1971

In Big Eight territory, this is called THE
game, the battle of giants, Nebraska run
ning along at 10-0 with beautiful balance,
Oklahoma 9-0 and averaging 45 points
per outing. The Comhuskers were ranked
No. 1, the Sooners No. 2.

Ara Parseghian buried the memory of
playing for a tie in a national champion
ship game on this dramatic evening in
New Orleans. What a happy ending to a
perfect season!
With two minutes to play and Notre
Dame trying to keep a grip on a slippery
one-point lead, the Irish came eye-to-eye
with third-and-eight just three steps from
its own goal. The game was going to be
won or lost right here. If Alabama held
and forced a punt, the Tide would have
new life, momentum and not too far to go.
Ara gambled. He called a pass play.
Quarterback Tom Clements was going to
throw from the end zone!
"The pass was not such a high-risk
play," Parseghian said after feeling re
turned to his body. "I figured Alabama
would be defending against the run. My
worst worries were that Tom might trip or
slip in the end zone or that he might not
get the ball away and we'd lose on a
safety."
Clements got it away, to Robin Weber.
The Irish were oh, so happy. Alabama was
stunned. Notre Dame ran out the clock.
Some said it was the most dramatic foot
ball ending ever.
There were other highlights. A1 Hunter,
a freshman, got a TD on a kickoff return.
continued
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10 BEST
Alabama quarterback Richard Todd
caught a touchdown pass from Mike
Stock.
Bill Davis missed an Alabama extra
point. Bob Thomas made Notre Dame's
deciding field goal.
Ohio State 21, Michigan 14, Nov. 22,1975
Woody Hayes, at halftime, told his
Buckeyes exactly how he felt about this
great conflict with Michigan.
"I want to win this game more than any
game in my life," declared Woody. He was
almost 63 at the time. The score was tied,
7-7. More than 105,500 were watching in
Ann Arbor where the home team hadn't
bowed in 41 Saturdays. Hail, Bo Schembechler!
Woody did not immediately get his way.
The Wolverines, with Rick Leach, went up
by 14-7. Only seven minutes remained.
Cornelius Greene hit a gutty pass to get
Ohio State moving. Archie Griffin helped.
Pete Johnson, on fourth down, punched
in the tying TD from inches away. That
left 3:18 to play. Bo had to throw.
The Buckeyes scored a knockdown on
Leach, as he tried to pass. Leach threw
incomplete. Leach was intercepted, by
Ray Griffin, at the Michigan 32. Archie's
little brother hauled it to the three.
Johnson scored his 25th touchdown of
the 11-0 season. Woody got his way.
Michigan 22, Ohio State 0, one year later.
Bo Schembechler was weary of watch
ing the Rose Bowl on TV Ohio State had
won in '72, tied and gone in '73,
triumphed again in '74 without benefit of
a touchdown, rallied at the end to win in
'75. It was getting old.
This first half was a scoreless defensive
struggle. The homestanding Bucks finally
made a first down late in the second
period. If there was a magic talk at inter
mission, Bo must have made it. Rick
Leach and Rob Lytle put together a 12play scoring drive on the Wolverines' first
possession of the second half.Three plays
and a punt later, Michigan was rolling
again. The explosion continued. Frustra
tion was flushed away. The winners didn't
complete a pass. The losers, with the
crunching ground attack, gained only 104
yards. It was a great game.
Penn State 9, North Carolina State 7, Nov.
10,1979
The Nittany Lions won 96 times in the
1970s ... but they didn't have a more sig
nificant victory than this thriller at
Raleigh.
All-America tackles Bruce Clark and
Matt Millen were back home with in
juries. The defense was patched in four
places. Five walk-ons emerged in key
roles. Penn State was reeling from the
121
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previous Saturday, a loss at home to
Miami. Joe Paterno was shaking his head,
wondering where the wreckage would
finally settle.
Penn State had a 7-0 lead. North
Carolina State, on a miraculous fourthdown play from the 31, got the tying
touchdown with 118 remaining. Dayle
Tate completed clutch passes on thirdand-eight and fourth-and-24 to revitalize
the Lions' hopes.
Penn State won on the last play of the
game, on a 54-yard field goal by Herb
Menhardt. The ball tipped the inside of
the right upright.
How about that, sports fans!
Texas 20, UCLA 17, Oct. 3, 1970
The Longhorns were averaging more
than 400 yards per game with their hideand-seek wishbone. They were past the
two-thirds mark in a streak of 30 wins.
Texas led by 13-3 at halftime but yielded
two touchdowns in the third period and
were still behind by four points with the
final seconds fleeing. Tension was terri
ble.
When there was little else to do, Eddie
Phillips passed to Cotton Speyrer for 45
yards and the winning TD. Texas had 12
seconds to spare.
Dennis Dummit, the UCLA quarter
back, led the air raid on Austin, throwing
for 340yards. The Tommy Protho defense
limited the Longhorns to 235 yards rush
ing. Texas coach Darrell Royal called
Tommy a genius. Protho said his defen
sive scheme was simple, that he just as-

Buckeye Cornelius Greene engineered a
big win against Michigan in 1975.

signed everybody in the wishbone to
somebody and sent some help.
Steve Worster remembers:
"That was
too scary. I thought we were in trouble."
Jim Bertelsen remembers:
"I hope I
never see another one so close."
Southern Cal 55, Notre Dame 24, Nov. 30,
1974
There's never been a big one like this.
The Irish led by 24-6 at halftime. It was a
coaster. The Trojans scored 35 in the
third. It was a knockout.They got 14 more
just for fun.
Unbelievable? OK. The turnaround
started with Anthony Davis hauling the
second-half kickoff 102 to score. Anthony
racked up two more TDs in the quarter.
Pat Haden unloaded four scoring strikes.
Charles Phillips ran 58 with an intercep
tion.
Ask Anthony: "That was the most in
credible game in the world."
Ask John McKay: "I still don't know
what happened."
Penn State 7, Pitt 6, Nov. 22, 1975
Johnny Majors and the Pitt Panthers
had a national title team in the oven but
the Lions had cooked goose in this one.
Elliott Walker got the Pitt TD. Carson
Long's extra-point try was blocked. That
did not appear fatal. Defensive Panthers
were smothering Penn State.
In the fourth quarter, with Pitt dug in to
stop third and short, Steve Geise got away
for 28 and a Lion celebration. Chris Bahr
converted. Pitt fought back, missed a field
goal, found a fumble, missed another
field goal. The defense provided one more
chance, one more kick, one more miss.
It was a wonderful win for Penn State, a
bitter pill for Pitt.
Auburn 17, Alabama 16, Dec. 2, 1972
There is no use in me telling you about
this one. You won't believe it. Alabama,
10-0 for the year, had a 16-0 lead with 915
remaining. The multitudes at Birming
ham's Legion Field were yelling, as usual,
"Roll Tide!"
Gardener Jett kicked a field goal for Au
burn. The Tigers forced Alabama to punt.
Bill Newton blocked it, David Langner
found the football, scampered 25 to score.
Well, now.
Alabama again arrived at fourth down,
again lined up to punt. Somebody made
the famous statement that lightening
never strikes the same place twice. It did.
Newton blocked the punt, Langner
picked up the prize, ran 20 to score. Jett
kicked the two extra points. Auburn won
and old War Eagles will tell you there ain't
never been anything like it before and
don't expect one anytime soon.

Y>u look like you just heard
from DeanWitter.
There are some people in this world who just
aren't easy to please, especially when it comes to their
investments. But at Dean Witter Reynolds, we can help
please even the hard-to-please investor, with a full line
of investments and services.. .all the way from stocks
and bonds to tax shelters, insurance and financial
planning. And with people—people who know how
to best tackle your investment needs.
Today, that's something even a hard-to-please
investor can smile about.

DEAN WITTER REYNOLDS
One investment firm
you'll be glad to hear from.
Member SIPC

BILLY CANNON
LSU's 1957 backfield had a Hall of Fame
glow, Jimmy Taylor at fullback, Cannon at
left half, although a combination of the
Asian Flu and a severe lack of depth
dragged the Tigers to a 5-5 record. Can
non, however, began making his presence
felt by his second varsity game. The
6-1, 205-pound sophomore hit Alabama
with
53- and 73-yard scoring runs.
Against Texas Tech a week later, he
caught a pass over the line, leaped over a
linebacker, and weaved through the sec
ondary for a 59-yard touchdown.
Cooly, the Red Raiders methodically
drove right back downfield to retake the
lead, 14-13. Then Tech kicked off to Can
non. Several seconds and 97 yards later
LSU was ahead to stay. "It was the first
time," Dietzel said after the game, "I ever
saw one man single-handedly win a foot
ball game." It would not be the only time.
Enemy defenses began keeping a vigil
on No. 20, leaving Taylor to a lonely fight
on the inside. After rocketing to a 4-1 start,
LSU could defeat only Tulane in its final
five games. Fans had seen enough to
dream of better days, however. Playing
against teams geared to defuse his explosiveness, Cannon averaged five and a half
yards a carry and led the SEC in kickoff
returns.
But Cannon or not, the experts had lit
tle confidence in the Tigers during the
1958 preseason. LSU was picked no
higher than 35th nationally, ninth in its
own conference. Overall team speed and
Cannon were Dietzel's plusses going into
1958, but he had only three seniors re
turning, had graduated the entire right
side of his line and depth remained a
problem. In order to gain maximum effec
tiveness, Dietzel divided his squad into
three units. The best overall athletes were
placed on the White Team, ticketed to
play both offense and defense and ex
pected to play approximately 50 percent
of a game. The offensive specialist, the Go
Team, and the Chinese Bandits, the de
fensive unit comprised of 1957 redshirts
and squadmen, would divide the remain
ing game time.
Running in fresh
troops constantly,
LSU overwhelmed seven of its 10 regular
season opponents and brought Dietzel a
national championship. Florida (10-7) and
Mississippi State (7-6) were the only
schools that managed to stay close to the
Tigers. The season's biggest scare came
during a September workout. Lightning
struck the field during a hot afternoon
practice, sending players and coaches
scurrying for cover. In the midst of the
confusion, Dietzel stopped in his tracks,
glanced wildly to his left, then right, and
began screaming, "Where's Cannon?"
WHERE'S CANNON?"
Billy was obviously okay. He was 1958's
leading SEC rusher and scorer and
turned in part-time duty as punter,
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passer and placekicker. LSU's dramatic
rise to No. 1 thrust him onto everyone's
All-America lists. "When you need it,"
Dietzel analyzed, "that animal is there to
get it. Cannon isn't the type who will
score a hundred touchdowns against
Podunk. But he'll get you that big score
against Ole Miss."
Prophetic words, as it turned out. 1959
was the Year of the Run, the biggest play of
Cannon's career, the biggest single play in
LSU's storied football history.
Cannon, now a Baton Rouge orthodon
tist, remembers the 1959 Ole Miss Rebels
by recalling, "Ole Miss was as good a team
as could have been fielded in those days."
LSU continued its hold on No.1when the
Rebels invaded Tiger Stadium that Hallo
ween night. But Ole Miss was ranked
third and had given up only a touchdown
in its six games.
An eerie mist shrouded
the stadium, giving the
battleground a ghostly
appearance and adding
to the dramatic setting.
A Cannon fumble
in the first quarter
gave Ole Miss a 3-0
lead and from that
point Rebel Coach
Johnny Vaught

/

put in a cat-and-mouse
strategy. With the Tigers
constantly pinned back
near their goal, he elected
to do nothing fancy and kick
on third down, just wait for a mistake on
the slippery field and finish the kill.
With 10 minutes remaining in the
game, however, Vaught's strategy back
fired. Cannon drifted back to his five to
field one of Jake Gibbs' punts. "We had a
rule of not handling kicks inside the 15,"
Cannon relates, "but I had broken four
tackles on a previous punt, although I
didn't get much out of it, and it was get
ting late. I thought, 'IfI see a chance, I'm
going to try to bring it back." The ball
bounced high and right into Billy's arms
at the 11. He was hit several yards upfield,
shook off the tackle and maintained his
balance. Another Rebel made a futile grab
at the 19, followed by yet another two
yards later. At the 25 a Rebel mob en
closed on him, but Cannon came busting

out. By the time he
passed Vaught at midfield
eight Rebels had gotten at least
a hand on the runner and only
Gibbs, 10 yards straightaway, still
had an opportunity to stop Cannon.
"I figured Jake was waiting for me to cut
back on him, soIgave him a little juke and
went inside," Billy explains. "I know
people sayyou can't think like that during
the heat of a game, but that's how I got
past Gibbs."
Ole Miss, great team that it was, used
the time remaining to put on a concerted
drive that ended inside the Tiger one.
Bobby Franklin was stopped inches short
of glory on fourth down and with seconds
to play. Billy Cannon made the tackle.
It has become a Louisiana, or really
Southern, tradition on Halloween to hear
announcer J. C. Politz' narration of The
Run.
"Billy Cannon watches it bounce. He
takes it on his own 11! Comes back upfield
to the 15, stumbles momentarily. He's at
the 20! . . . still running at the 35 . . . 45 . . .
He's at the 50 ... He's in the clear at the 45!
.. 40 ...15 ...10 ...5 ...HE SCORES! Listen
to the cheers as Billy Cannon comes off
the field ... great All-American!"
«•>
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he record is old and scratchy and it
has nicks in the grooves so that it is
rather like listening to a phone call
from very far away. But through the static
and the crackle the emotion still lives. No,
wait. Change that. It doesn't merely live, it
sputters and spits, like a high voltage wire
torn loose in a storm, hissing.
The recording is that of Knute Rockne,
the inventor of locker room psych, the
Elmer Gantry of football coaches. If you
simply, clinically, analyze the words, they
seem tame enough. Tepid almost. A cynic
would call the message hokey. But it is not

the rhetoric, it is the fervor with which
the words are delivered, the thunderous,
rising passion.
Listen to Knute Rockne, decades ago,
exhorting the troops:
"And you're gonna go out there, men,
and you're gonna block them and tackle
them and you're gonna run. You're gonna
run-run-run ... and then when we've got
them on the run we're gonna run some
more. We're gonna move that ball down
the field, men. And we're gonna winwin-win."
In harsh black and white, it loses some
thing. The Rock, you think to yourself, was
not exactly Winston Churchill with
words. He could have used a ghost writer.
But when you listen to that scratchy old
record and you hear the rising evangelical
zeal, that raspy voice with its thun
derclaps and lightning bolts, the hairs on
your arm prickle and you want to lurch
continued
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This exciting halftime series on
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Pat O'Brien as "The Bock" immortalized college football's most famous pep
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from your chair and storm out there and
win one for the Gipper.
Ah, but those were simpler times back
then. We were fresh and naive and inno
cent, and football was in its leather hel
met infancy. The basic play was the flying
wedge and only a coward would try that
sneaky new-fangled invention called the
forward pass.
So what about it, Coach? Did the pep
talk go the way of high top shoes and
one-platoon ball and sweet Betty Coed?
When we turned it into a game of special
ists did we also bury forever locker room
oratory? Are we just too wordly-wise, too
cynical, too skeptical to ever again suc
cumb to Coach, standing on a bench,
tears welling, voice hoarse, whipping us
into one more frenzy?
"I would say," suggests one highly suc
cessful coach, "that the pep talk is much
like the automobile. It is not extinct by any
means. It is still very much with us. But it
has been refined, undergone some
changes. We don't have running boards
any more, but we still depend on the
internal combustion engine to get
around. And, believe me, coaches still de
pend on the pep talk.
"What you can never lose sight of is that
football is primarily a game of emotion.
We may doctor it up, tinker with the strat
egy and the tactics, play around with the
X's and O's, but no football team, no mat

ter how talented it is, will be effective
without emotion.
"Some of my colleagues may not agree,
but I sometimes think the most success
ful coaches are the ones who are pretty
darn shrewd amateur psychologists. A lot
of games are decided not so much by
chalk talks as they are by pep talks.
'Assuming," he added with a chuckle,
"that you've also had some good recruit
ing."
Talent, in other words, is crucial. But it
also must be motivated. Enter the Pep
Talk.
"Sure, everyone in this profession uses
some form of the pep talk," agrees another
coach. "Your Mister Rockne might not
recognize what we say today, but he
would certainly understand the intent,
the purpose.
"Look, it's this simple—you've still got
to light a fire."
So the species includes The Screamer.
The Con Artist. The Locker Puncher. And
Mr. Low Key.
The Screamer is self-evident. He be
rates his team, hoping to rouse it, anger it,
so that it wilhvent its spleen out on the
field.
The Con Artist is exactly the opposite.
Instead of lashing egos, he soothes them.
He substitutes compliments for insults,
confidence for invective. Deep down, he
knows his team has no chance. But he

builds his players up, sells them on the
idea that they're better than they really
are. No way will that work, you say? Well,
how many times have you heard or read
about a team that played "way over its
head?"
The Locker Puncher has to be careful.
He must choose his spots. When cathe
dral silence has descended on his down
cast team, he concludes his sermonette
with a sonic boom of a blow to a metal
locker. It is a guaranteed pick-me-up. But
it can only be used rarely or it loses its
effectiveness. It also helps to have very
strong knuckles.
Mr. Low Key subscribes to the theory
that no one would be playing collegiate
football if he weren't already worked up
and so to further excite the players is to
risk getting them "too high." And a team
overly psyched tends to self-destruct in
its anxiety, spraying the ball all over the
landscape.
"What you'd like," says one coach, "is a
nice balance between emotion and a
business-like approach. You want your
players 'up.' \bu want them to be a little
on edge. Wet palms, cotton mouth, but
terflies in the belly, that's all healthy. But
you don't want to say something that will
send them over the edge. A team gets
higher than a kite and it forgets all about
its assignments.
continued
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ITS LIKE GETTING
FREE GASOLINE
when you change to
Quaker State Sterling Motor Oil*
Quaker State Sterling lubricates better than regular
oils, so changing your oil to Sterling can get you better gas
mileage. It's specially blended and fortified with new and im
proved additives to cut friction and improve wear protection.
With Quaker State Sterling in the crankcase your
engine doesn't work as hard—so your gasoline goes farther.
It's like having extra gas in the tank, for free!
Like all Quaker State Motor Oils, Sterling can help
your car last and help you avoid expensive engine repairs.

LEE FITS AMERICA

We call them Lee Riders. You'll call them the Ultimate Jeans, for all the right reasons. They 're built to fit trim
feel great. They're 100% cotton denim for long wear. And they're authentic Western every stitch of the way
The Lee Company, 640 Fifth Avenue, New \brk, N.Y. 10019. (212) 765-4215.
A company of \^^rporation

"STOKELY^©1980 Stokely-Van

continued
"So I thinkyou have to be very careful in
a pep talk, choosey with your words. You
want to remind them that this is a game of
contact, after all, that they are supposed
to go out there and hit someone, hope
fully on the other team. But I have to put a
rein on myself when I stand up there and
start talking to them. If I get to whooping
and hollering, one of two things can hap
pen. They'll get so worked up they'll make
a new door in the wall when they run out
there, or I'll start ranting and raving and
find out that nobody is listening.
"Hey, you know these kids are no
dummies. You can't just manipulate
them. I think they can smell a con, see
right through a phoney. You can end up
looking pretty foolish ... and have a disin
terested team that's gonna get its ears
pinned back.''
In earlier days, coaches pegged the pep
talk to familiar themes. School pride was
always a biggie. But that has lesser ap
peal, seems too trite. And it depends very
much on the audience.
"I remember when I was a player back
in the '40s," says one coach. "It was just
after World War II. We had a lot of guys on
our team who were just back from com
bat. Me, I was fresh out of high school, all
revved up.

'Anyway, our school was called the
Bears. And we had this big statue of a bear
right in the center of the campus. Pranks
were big in those days, and one Friday
night some students from the school we
were going to play the next day came in

and splashed paint all over that statue of
the bear.
"So we're sitting there the next day,
ready to go out on the field, and the coach
gathers us around for the big pep talk.
And for his grand finale, he screams at us:
'You know what that other team thinks of
you? They painted our bear BLUE!' Well,
that really got to me. I start quivering. I'm
ready to go out there and kill. All I could
think about was this ultimate insult ...
'They painted our bear BLUE!' So I start to
jump up, but this big guy, he played tackle
for us and he'd been in the Marines, made
a lot of landings under fire, seen a lot of
combat, he grabs me, jerks me back down,
yawns, and says, 'Sit down, kid. Relax.'
"I've always tried to remember that
since I've been a coach myself. Whenever
I get ready to give the team a pep talk and
I start scheming up all this fiery rhetoric,
I think about the blue bear, and I tone
things down."
Are you saying, then, that the pep talk
disappeared for a time but is now making
a cautious comeback?
"Nope," the coach replied. "It never
really went away. As long as they pump air
into a football, there's gonna be college
coaches trying to pump up their team."

The Overland® Tie,

a blucher oxford,
fully leather lined with
foam padded quarters and
Vibram® Caravelle sole.
Available in five colors for
about seventy-eight dollars.

Johnston
& Murphy #

(casuals
Write for J^M Casuals style folder
(Genesco Park, Nashville, TN 37202)
or call 800-447-4700 toll free
for your nearest dealer.
In Illinois, call 800-322-4400.
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EVER WONDER
YOU'RE STILL THIRSTY _
AFTER A SOFT DRINK?
When you're asking more of
your body, you lose a lot more than
fluid. In the heat of a heavy
workout you sweat away minerals
and salts. Important things that
can affect your performance. And
that soft drinks just don't provide.
In fact, even water won't give
your body what Gatorade® thirst
quencher will, regular or Instant.
With Gatorade, every gulp's more
useful. It helps put back what
you lose. Next time you're giving
it all you've got, have the
drink that gives you the most.
GATORADE GIVES YOUR BODY
WHAT ITS THIRSTY FOR.

USU Athletic Endowment
Recipients
Numerous alumni and friends of Utah
State University provide financial aid to
many areas of the University which is
needed to maintain quality programs on
campus.
Pictured at right are members of USU
athletic teams who are recipients of grantin-aid awards as a result of the USU
Athletic Endowment fund.
The recipients and the donors are:
seated L—R, Tom Obray, track, Mark O.
Haroldsen Endowment; Keith Hood,
basketball, Wayne Estes Endowment; and
Tracy Moore, wrestling, Owen Jones
Endowment.
Standing, L—R, Craig Rigsbee, W.R.
Wrigley Endowment; Brett Ure, Jerry
Wilson Endowment; Mike Fosmark, Dean
C. Baugh Memorial Endowment; and
Kimber Hall, Jack B. Parson Endowment,
all senior members of the USU football
team.
Not available for the picture were Jay
Don Blake, NCAA golf champion, Ladell
Andersen—Bill Daniels Endowment and

©Nikon Inc. 1980

The Nikon EM.

This is the Nikon for you. Amazingly small, easy to
use, and very easy to afford. Born of the tradition
of quality that makes Nikon the overwhelming
choice of professional photographers. Ready to
give you superbly sharp, life-like color shots any
pro could be proud of. Automatically!
Just focus and shoot —Nikon space-age
electronics do the rest. The Nikon EM even
alerts you with an audible "beep" if light
conditions are not right for best results.
Add the low-cost motor drive and fire away at
up to 2 shots a second. Turn night into day with
the inexpensive, totally automatic thyristor
flash. Zero in on key plays with sharp Nikon
telephoto or zoom lenses...take in the
whole field with Nikon wide angle
lenses. Now you don't have to be a
pro to shoot like one!
All this Nikon picture-ability can be
yours for a lot less than you'd imagine. See
the Nikon EM and its even more advanced team
mates —the compact automatic Nikon EE and
classic FM — at your Nikon dealer. You'll find him in
the Yellow Pages. Or, write to Nikon Inc., Dept. N-1,
Garden City, New York 11530. Subsidiary of
Ehrenreich Photo-Optical Industries, Inc. usa

Dale Gardner, wrestling, LeGrand Johnson
Memorial Endowment.
A special thanks to all donors to the USU

We Support the

AGGIES
Finding daylight down the sideline or
cheerin' from behind the end zone, you'll find
the Pepsi Generation drinking in the
excitement of every moment. And when time
out's called, they call for plenty of ice-cold
Pepsi-Cola.
But Pepsi people aren't just sports fans in
the stadium. They're kids in Pepsi-Cola's
Youth Sports Program—learning to love the
excitement of athletic achievement. It's all
part of that Pepsi spirit.

allthe action!

PEPSI COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
OF OGDEN/LOGAN
11

athletic program from the staff, athletes
and all who benefit from the generosity of
the donors.

USU Roster
NO.

NAME

1 "'Steve Steinke

Pos.

Ht.

Wt.

CI

Hometown

K

5-8

175

Sr

Fountain Valley, CA

CB

5-10

175

So Miami, FLA

3

"Rod Clayton

4

Dan Stewart

CB

6-0

165

Jr

San Diego, CA

5

Rich Engel

SE

6-1

178

Fr

San Jose, CA

Chico Canales

QB

6-2

175

So

Palm Springs, CA

*Stacy Colbert

FL

5-8

166

Sr

Athens, GA

8

Curtis McGee

FS

6-Vz

175

Fr

Inglewood. CA

9

Eric Grisby

SS

6-2

200

Jr

Glendale, CA

Bob Gagliano

QB

6-3

197

Sr

Glendale. CA

P

6-1

190

Jr

St. Louis, MO

6
7

10

12 **Guy McClure
13

Craig Wattley

CB

5-11

187

Jr

Willingboro, NJ

14

Doug Samuels

QB

6-3

190

Fr

Atherton, CA

15

Dale Money

K-P

6-3

198

So

Brigham City

16

Kimber Hall

QB

6-2

196

Sr

Lewiston

17

•Kevin Brady

FS

5-11

182

Jr

Salt Lake City

18

Hal Garner

SS

6-4 Vz

197

Fr

Logan

FL

5-8

170

So

Roy

21

Draymond Crawford CB

5-9

175

So

Fontana, CA

10

*Fred Fernandes

22

Tony Barnett

TB

5-9Vz

170

So

Carson, CA

23

Dale Ephraim

CB

5-11

174

Fr

Baldwin Park, CA

25

*Ken Thompson

SE

6-2

170

Sr

Snyder. TX

26

•Thomas Bates

SS

6-2

185

So

La Puente, CA
Canoga Park, CA

FS

6-0

175

Jr

28

•Larry Hogue

CB

5-9

175

Jr

Fairfield, CA

29

Patrick Allen

CB

5-10Vz 166

Fr

Seattle, WA

27

John Erbeznik

SS

6-0

185

Jr

Alhambra. CA

31

Mike Robinson

ILB

6-2

215

Fr

Ancaster, Ontario

32

Nate Jones

TB

6-1

187

So

San Jose, CA

33

John Banks

FB

5-10Vz 215

Sr

Newark, NJ

34

Lanny Nelson

NG

6-3

220

Fr

Riverdale

35

Troy McWilliams

FB

6-1

212

Fr

Deleon Sprs., FLA

36

•William Browner

FB

6-2

215

Sr

Warren, OH

37

Chip Frederking

DT

6-4

215

Fr

Oceanside, CA

30 **AI Salvo

38

Andre Bynum

FB-TB 5-11

185

Fr

San Lorenzo, CA

39

Anthony Crowell

DT

6-2

232

Fr

Oakland. CA

204

So Layton

40

•Maurice Turner

TB-FB 6-0

44

•Marvin Jackson

TB

6-0

191

So

San Jose, CA

45

George Pearson

FL

5-11

174

Fr

Odgen

46

Nate O'Neal

TE

6-3

185

Fr

Stockton, CA

47

Bob Singler

OLB

6-3

195

Fr

Bountiful

48

James Samuels

SE

6-3

195

Fr

Atherton. CA

49

Charles Butler

OLB

6-0

225

Fr

Oakland, CA

OC

6-2 Vz

247

Sr

Roy
San Jose, CA

50* **Mike Fosmark
51

'Steve Jacson

OC

6-2

240

So

52

'David Bluford

ILB

6-2

213

So Oakland. CA

53

Jon Warden

0G

6-2

253

Fr

Fruit Heights

54

*Dave England

OLB

6-3

228

So

Salt Lake City

ILB

6-0

225

Jr

Laie, HI

ILB

6-2

218

Jr

Cupertino, CA

55

Siotame Uluave

56

*Andy Johnsen

57

*Ken Ciancone

OLB

6-4

210

Sr

Kamloops. B.C.

58

Pat McKenna

OLB

6-0 Vz

207

So

Wittier, CA

OLB

6-2

220

Sr

Salt Lake City

59 "Brett Ure
60

Stewart Broce

OC

6-4

220

Fr

San Marcose. CA

61

Bryan Henley

0G

6-0

246

Fr

San Berndardino.CA

62

Manu Salanoa

ILB

6-2

215

Jr

Waipahu, HI

ILB

6-2

219

Jr

Roy

ILB

6-2

228

Jr

Othello. WA

ILB

6-2

225

Fr

Magna

63 "Clint Farmer
64
65
66
67

•Dennis DeLoach
Charles Colosimo
Joe Crum
•Clancey 0'Hara

0G

6-3

241

So Rawlins. WYO

ILB

6-4

220

So

San Jose. CA

So

Morgan Hill, CA
Moraga. CA

68

•Skip Clampett

0T

6-2

243

69

Mike Perko

DT

6-4

235

Sr

70

Mitch Kaiser

NG

6-1

263

Fr

Mira Loma. CA

71

J.L. Coon

0G

6-0

240

So

Salt Lake City

72

Garth Dodson

0T

6-6

260

Fr

Napa. CA

73

Tony Roach

0T

6-4

235

Fr

San Jose. CA

74

Morrell McKinnon

0T

6-2

243

So Cokeville, WYO

75

Todd Brafford

0G

6-5

230

So

El Monte. CA

0T

6-4 Vz

275

So

Tremonton

77

•Rob Smith

0G

6-4

242

Sr

Brentwood Bay. BC

78

•Craig Rigsbee

0T

6-5

255

Sr

Benicia. CA

79

•Steve Vanderbrink

0T

6-2

275

Sr

Hawthorne. NJ

TE

6-3

202

So

Granger

Jr

DeLand. FLA
Blanding

76

80

Brian Christensen

Wes Wilcken

81 **James Murphy
82
83

David Kuipers
'Shawn Miller

84* "Ken Brown

FL

5-11

175

DT

6-5

205

Fr

DT

6-4

228

So Ogden

TE

6-1

220

Sr

85

Marlin Jensen

SE

6-4

192

So

Brigham City

86

'Chris Albrittain

NG

6-2 Vz

230

Sr

Arlington. VA

TE

6-2

235

Jr

Salt Lake City

87 "Kelly Treseder

Advertisers
A special thanks to the
following advertisers for
helping to make this 1980
USU Football Program
available:

First National Bank
Jim Hansen Committee
Blacker Furniture
Pepsi Cola Bottling Co.
Smith's Food King
Baer Welding
DeVerle's Juniper Inn
Gossner's Cheese
Horlacher's Fine Meats
LeGrand Johnson
Construction
Loft House Restaurant
Seven-Eleven Stores
Weston's Lamplighter
Motel
The Golden Door
Utah Mortgage Loan
Corporation
Italian Place
Logan Savings and Loan
Herald Printing Co.

Thanks, Advertisers!

V

DeLand. FLA

88

Eric McPherson

SE

6-3 Vz

193

So

San Jose. CA

89

Greg Kragen

DT

6-3

225

Fr

Pleasanton. CA

91

Aaron Smith

TE

6-3

205

Fr

Los Angeles. CA

99

Vao Petaia

DT

6-3

240

Jr

Waipahu. HI

* Varsity Letters

12

Pacific Roster
WT.

YR.

POS.

HT.

65 AVRIETT, Mike
48 BATISTE, Don
99 BEDNAREK, Jeff
19 BERG, Ken
44 BLACKWELL, Gary
85 CAMP, Tony
61 CARTER, Jeff
59 CHAPA, Juan
54 CHULICK, David
11 CIPOLLA, Claudio
8 COUNCIL, Jeff
37 COWLING, Thomas
82 CRUMP, James
46 CULPEPPER, Tony
62 DAVIS, Mark
18 DEBACK, Mike
63 DeSADIER, Charles
39 DeSHANO, Ken
64 DUNLAP, George
24 EDWARDS, David
38 EINCK, Kevin
56 G00DM0N, Rod
58 GRADDY, Scott
28 GREENE, Kevin
50 HAKA, Richard
52 HARMON, Kirk
7 HARRISON, George
49 HASEMEYER, Dave
55 HEARN, Jim
98 HILL, Jonathon
86 H0R0DECKY, Bob
67 HOUT, Kurt
68 HOWARD, Rick
1 JILES, Gregory
97 JOHNSON, Mark
90 KINNEY, Scott
92 LANDIS, Michael
26 LANG, Tony

0G
DB
DT
DB
RB
TE
0G
OLB
C
QB
PK
OLB
WR
RB
0G
DB
0G
RB
NG
RB
OLB
OLB
ILB
DB
0G
ILB
WR
OLB
C
DT
WR
0T
0T
WR
NG
P/PK
OLB
RB

6-4
5-11
6-4
6-0
5-11
6-5
6-4
6-1
6-4
6-0
5-10
6-2
6-3
6-1
6-2
5-11
6-1
6-3
6-2
6-0
6-2
6-2
6-1
5-11
6-4
6-3
6-1
6-0
6-2
6-2
6-2
6-4
6-7
5-10
6-3
6-1
6-1
5-10

232
170
264
188
200
234
226
220
222
194
167
200
180
180
235
175
259
225
230
196
205
219
207
170
240
•235
189
190
238
232
185
250
240
163
222
195
201
173

Fr.
Fr.
Sr.
Sr.
So.
Fr.
So.
Sr.
Fr.
Sr.
So.
Fr.
Fr.
Sr.
Fr.
Fr.
Sr.
Fr.
So.
Sr.
Fr.
Sr.
So.
Fr.
Jr.
Jr.
So.
So.
Fr.
So.
Fr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Fr.
So.
So.

79 LAYHER, Floyd
6 LOVE, Mike
14 MARKED Sander
66 McGAHAN, Dan
34 MclNTOSH, Tony
57 MERRIWEATHER, Mike
80 MESZAROS, Rainey
17 MILLER, Harley
23 MOREHOUSE, John
15 O'ROURKE, Bob
21 PARCELLS, Garry
29 PARKS, Ben
77 PENN, Rick
87 PERRO, Marcus
20 RAGLAND, Darryl
81 RAMEY, Mike
33 RAMIREZ, Matt
16 ROGERS, Grayson
88 ROGERS, Mark
74 ROSS, Neil
84 SCHREINER, Paul
12 SHIBATA, Stan
51 SHIBUYA, Robert
75 SMITH, Cary
42 SMITH, Kevin
76 SMITH, Steve
31 SULLIVAN, Sean
43 THOMAS, Terry
47 THOMPSON, Paul
89 TOBECK, Kevin
2 TRACY, Jeff
70 TRIPLETT, Craig
27 WARREN, Kirby
5 WAY, Bernie
73 WEIMERS, Stuart
60 WESTERN, Rick
45 WILSON, Rob
10 WOLSKY, Bill

0T
WR
QB
0G
RB
OLB
WR
QB
RB
DB
WR
RB
OT
DT
DB
TE
RB
QB
TE
ILB
TE
DB
C
DT
WR
OT
ILB
DB
DB
WR
DB
DT
RB
PK
OT
OG
WR
DB

6-8
6-0
6-4
6-2
6-0
6-3
6-0
5-10
5-7
6-3
5-11
5-10
6-6
6-4
6-1
6-4
6-0
6-4
6-6
6-3
6-2
6-0
6-0
6-6
6-0
6-8
6-2
6-0
6-2
6-4
5-9
6-5
6-1
6-1
6-7
6-3
5-10
6-2

267
163
209
225
185
213
175
179
161
195
175
195
261
238
181
230
190
213
225
220
225
179
220
225
179
260
227
174
178
182
170
224
180
195
250
235
180
190

Fr.
So.
So.
So.
Fr.
Jr.
So.
Jr.
So.
So.
Fr.
Sr.
So.
So.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.
Jr.
So.
Fr.
Jr.
Jr.
So.
Fr.
So.
Fr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Fr.
Fr.
Sr.
Fr.
Jr.
Sr.
Fr.

NO. NAME

HOMETOWN

Lomita
Compton
Trenton, Mich.
Del Mar
Norwalk
Costa Mesa
Villa Park
Hollister
Piano, Texas
San Francisco
Downey
Sacramento
Westminster, Co.
Inglewood
Grass Valley
San Rafael
Rialto
Orange
Pleasant Hill
Culver City
Anaheim
Bakerslield
San Rafael
Ventura
Marysville
Burbank
Auburn
LaVerne
Simi Valley
Woodslde, N.Y.
Van Nuys
Concord
Los Banos
Los Angeles
Escondido
Pleasanton
Napa
Anrioch
Jackson
Rialto
Sunnyvale
Carmichael
Benecia
Valleio
Cupertino
Moraga
Tracy
Manreca
Canoga Park
Mountain View
Anaheim
Compton
El Dorado Hills
Shafter
San Jose
Bakersfield
Sebastopol
Costa Mesa
Napa
Fountain Valley
Hayward
Walnut Creek
Daly City
Modesto
Fremont
Richmond
Rancho Cordova
Gait
Canyon Country
Loomis
Las Vegas, Nev.
Merced
Manteca
Yuba City
Berkeley
Boulder, Co.

The security they offer isbetter
than a 21-point first quarter.
The security your New York Life Agent offers is as basic as life itself—the
realization of your personal goals. Your family's financial security.
Protection against the high cost of illness. A more comfortable retirement.
These are some of the New York Life Agents in this area who devote their
careers to helping people achieve solid financial security. They have the
experience and knowledge to design a life insurance program to meet
your family's needs. For their special kind of security, call today.

Reed W. Brinton, CLU

Ronald W. Haslam

Utah Office

Utah Office

Steven M. Brinton

Jack C. Thompson, CLU

Jay A. Thompson, CLU

Brian K. Freckleton

Lex D. McKee

Homer P. Richey, CLU

Utah Office

Utah Office

Utah Office

Utah Office

Salt Lake Office

Ogden Office

Charles Richey

Bruce Bowen

Ogden Office

Provo Office

C. Blaine Johnson, CLU

Wm. C. Bezyack, CLU

Stephen L. Richey, CLU

Ogden Office

Ogden Office

Ogden Office

SALT LAKE GENERAL OFFICE
Todd Y. Purcell, Gen. Mgr.
550 Kennecott Bldg.
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
524-2400

OGDEN OFFICE
Norbert A. Weisbeck, Gen. Mgr.
707 - 24th Street
Ogden, Utah 84401
621-3300

PROVO OFFICE
W. Larry Ashby, CLU, Gen. Mgr.
619 North 500 West
Provo, Utah
373-5926

John Lloyd
Provo

Office

UTAH GENERAL OFFICE
Val J. Neuenswander, CLU, Gen. Mgr.
275 East South Temple
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
524-2500

New York Life.
For all of your life.
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Reflect your success with office designs
from Furniture Distribution Center.
• Reception Areas
• Office Landscaping
• Executive Offices
• Floor and Wall Coverings
• Window Treatments
• Quality and Style

•mj^eerenter
^•^btribution

•urniture

30,000 sq. feet of beautiful furniture.
3578 South State / Salt Lake City, Utah
Telephone: 271-3961

THE LINE UP

THE LINE UP
Aggie Offense
1st Unit

2nd Unit

1st Unit

SE
WT
WG
C
SG
ST
TE
FL

25
78

*Ken Thompson (6-2, 170) Sr.
*Craig Rigsbee (6-5, 255) Sr.
Skip Clampett (6-2, 243) So.
68
50 ***Mike Fosmark (6-2, 247) Sr.
77
•Rob Smith (6-4, 242) Sr.
76
Brian Christensen (6-5, 275) So.
**Kelly Treseder (6-2, 235) Jr.
87
81 ***James Murphy (5-11, 175) Jr.

QB
TB
FB

10
40
36

Aggie Offense

Tiger Offense

Bob Gagliano (6-3, 197) Sr.
•Maurice Turner (6-0, 204) So.
•Willard Browner (6-2, 215) Sr.

TE
LT
LG
C
RG
RT
SE
QB
FB
TB
FL

85
76
50
67
63
68
80
16
33
27
21

Tony Camp (6-5, 225, Fr.)
Steve Smith (6-8, 260, Fr.)
Richard Haka(6-3, 240, Jr.)
Kurt Hout (6-4, 244, Jr.)
Charles DeSadier (6-0, 259, Sr.)
Rick Howard (6-7, 240, Sr.)
Rainey Meszaros (6-0, 175, Jr.)
Grayson Rogers (6-4, 215, Jr.)
Matt Ramirez (6-0, 200, Fr.)
Kirby Warren (6-1, 180, Fr.)
Garry Parcells (5-11, 175, Fr.)

USU Specialists
PLACE KICKER - l***Steve Steinke (5-8,175) Sr., 15 Dale Money
PUNT—
12 **Guy McClure (6-1, 190) Jr., 15 Dale Money
PUNT RETURNS- 7 Stacy Colbert (5-8,166) Sr.
KO RET. —
44 *Marvin Jackson (6-0, 191) So., 81**James Murphy

SE
WT
WG
C
SG
ST
TE
FL
QB
TB
FB

88
73
66
51
75
70
80
7
6
44
38

Eric McPherson
Tony Roach
Joe Crum
•Steve Jacson
Todd Brafford
Mitch Kaiser
Wes Wilcken
Stacy Colbert
Chico Canales
Marvin Jackson
Andre Bynum

Aggie Defense
1st Unit

1st Unit

OLB 57
83
LT
NG
86
69
RT
OLB 59
ILB 52
ILB 64
LC
3
SS
26

SLB
LT
NG
RT
WLB
ILB
ILB
SCB
ROV
FS
WCB

FS
RC

17
28

•Ken Ciancone (6-4, 210) Sr.
•Shawn Miller (6-4, 228) So.
•Chris Albrittain (6-3, 230) Sr.
Mike Perko (6-4. 235) Jr.
•Brett Ure (6-2,220) Sr.
•Dave Bluford (6-2, 213) So.
•Dennis DeLoach (6-2, 228) Jr.
Rod Clayton (5-10, 175) So.
Thomas Bates
•Kevin Brady (5-11, 182) Jr.
••Larry Hogue (5-9, 175) Jr.

Tiger Specialists
•Varsity Letters

PUNTERPLACE KICKPUNT RETURNS -

17 Harley Miller
8 Jeff Council
45 Rob Wilson

Aggie Defense

Tiger Defense
37
75
97
99
57
52
31
2
28
12
43

KICK RETURNS HOLDER —
LONG SNAPS-

2nd Unit

Thomas Cowling (6-2, 195, Fr.)
Cary Smith (6-6, 225, Fr.)
Mark Johnson (6-3, 218, Sr.)
Jeff Bednarek (6-4, 260, Sr.)
Mike Merriweather (6-3, 215, Jr.
Kirk Harmon (6-3, 235, Jr.)
Sean Sullivan (6-2, 227, Sr.)
Jeff Tracy (5-9, 170, Sr.)
Kevin Greene (5-11,170, Fr.)
Stan Shibata (6-0, 179, Jr.)
Terry Thomas (6-0, 175, Jr.)
21
23
16
67

Garry Purcells
John Morehouse
Grayson Rogers
Kurt Hout

OLB
LT

54
89

NG
RT
OLB
ILB
ILB
RC
SS
FS
LC

71
99
58
62
55
13
8
27
29

•Dave England
Greg Kragen
J.L. Coon
Vao Petaia
Pat. McKenna
Manu Salanoa
Siotame Uluave
Craig Wattley
Curtis McGee
John trOezniK
Patrick Allen

• Varsity Letters

SYLVAN/A
19" CABINET . 25" CHASSIS

J

22% BIGGER PICTURE
than other competitive 19" brands

SYLVAN/A
The Maker of Supersets

Model No. CE9186WR

FRONTIER.OVER
90 CITIES SERVED.

Stanford Cazier, a native of Nephi,
Utah, became the twelfth president of
Utah State University in April of 1979.
A former history instructor and vice
provost at USU, Cazier had served as
president of Chico State University in
Chico, Calif., since July of 1971.
Cazier received his Ph.D. in
American History at the University of
Wisconsin in 1964. He continued his
doctorate work in New York on a grant
from the Ford Foundation. Cazier
wrote a history of CARE for his
dissertation.
Dr. Cazier received a B.S. in
philosophy, with a minor in naval
science from the University of Utah in

1952. He was commissioned an Ensign
in the U.S. Navy and served one year
before returning to the U. of U. and
completing an M.A. degree in history
in 1956.
His first appointment at USU was in
1960 as an instructor in history. After
completing his Ph.D. and doing work
in New York, Cazier returned to USU
as assistant to former president Glen L.
Taggart in 1968.
In 1965 Cazier was named
"professor of the year" by the Robins
Awards Committee.
Cazier and his wife Shirley have
three sons: John, 13; Paul, 16; and
David, 20.

USU's athletic director, Ladell
Andersen, is in his eighth year at the
helm of the Big Blue program
Ladell took over the reins of the
Aggie program in December of 1972
after two years with the ABA's Utah
Stars as head coach. Prior to his stint
with the Stars he had a 10-year career
as the head basketball coach with the
Aggies.
"My objective as athletic director is
not to have a broad program but rather
a competitive program with the sports
we have," he said.
Under Andersen, the Aggies have
become full-fledged members of the
Pacific Coast Athletic Association in
1978. USU's football team has won two
league titles. The Aggies enjoyed
success the previous 16 years as an
NCAA independent.
The 1979-80 season was the most

successful season, overall, in the
history of USU athletics. The football
and basketball teams won PCAA titles;
the basketball team played in the first
round of the NCAA tourney; Aggie
golfer Jay Don Blake won the NCAA
golf title; the women's Softball won the
AIAW title; and the volleyball team
placed second in the nation.
"We feel we have the best of all
worlds right now. We play our PCAA
schedule plus teams from the WAC
and Big Sky as well as other
outstanding teams across the
country," he said. "Such football
teams as Texas, Nebraska, Arkansas,
Kentucky, and Penn State give us the
recognition and coverage Utah State
needs."
The goal for the Aggies under
Andersen is to maintain the NCAA
Division 1-A status it now holds.

Dr. Stanford Cazier

President

Ladell Andersen

Frontier Airlines can fly you to more
than 90 cities in twenty-six states and three
countries. And we fly you there like its your birthday. You're
treated very specially. That's why we give you extra legroom,
first class attention, and deluxe meals.
We think enough of you to get you where you're
going when we say we will. We've built an entire airline on
giving you what you've long given up on.
So, before you settle on
just any airline, get comfortable
with Frontier. Because no one we
serve is more important than you.
Ever. And we never forget it.
FRONTIER AIRLINES
First class comfort at coach prices

Athletic Director

$$50.00$$
That's what the Utah Energy Commission says it
costs to drive to Salt Lake and back from Logan.
(25<p per mile).
Trans Western Airlines can help you beat that
cost by flying you there for that price, or in many
cases, for less!
Call your local Travel Agent for details, or call us at: 752-9033, 752-9036
Outside Logan: Toll Free 800-662-2758

Trans Ncttcn
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GbssnerS
SWISS CHEESE
GOSSNER'S CHEESE FACTORY

LOGAN UTAH

FRESH
CURD
CHEESE

USU Women
1980-81 Schedules
CURRENT
VOLLEYBALL
RANKINGS
1.USC
2. Pacific
3. UCLA
4. Hawaii
5. UC—Santa Barbara
6. San Diego State

7. Utah State

8. Washington
9. Texas—Arlington
10. Houston
USU Record to Date 24-8
Conference 6-0

sw/ss

CHEDDAR
JACK
NA TURAL
CHEESE
SPECIALLY
BLENDED

Date

Opponent

Nov. 1 at
UCLA Invitational
Nov. 4 at
Hawaii, Maui, HI
Nov. 6 at
Hawaii, Oahu, HI
Nov. 8 at
Hawaii, Kawai, HI
Nov. 11 at Idaho State
Nov. 12
WEBER ST., Spectrum, 6:00
Nov. 13 at Utah
Nov. 14
BYU, Spectrum, 6:00
Saskatchewan, 7:30
Nov. 15
SASKATCHEWAN, 7:30
Nov. 21-22 Intermountain Championship
Ft. Collins, CO
Nov. 25-29 at U. of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, CA
10:30
Dec. 3
USU ALUMNI GAME, Spectrum
Dec. 11-13 AIAW National Championships
Santa Barbara, CA

BASKETBALL
Date
Opponent
Nov. 19
CSI, Spectrum, 7:30
Nov. 21-2 at Anheiser-Busch Classic (San Jose)
Nov. 24
FAMILY NIGHT - KBLQ
"No Stars", Spectrum
Nov. 28-9 THANKSGIVING CLASSIC
Hawaii, USU, ISU, Oregon State,
Amarillo

Dec. 2 at
Dec. 3
Dec. 5-6 at
Dec. 12-13

College of Southern Idaho
MONTANA, Spectrum
San Diego State Tournament
PRE-HOLIDAY
TOURNAMENT

Baylor, ChlcoState, MSU, USU

Dec. 19-24 Hawaii Classic, Honolulu, HI

Open Before

Alaska, Japan, New Guinea, OSU, USU. Hawaii

Jan. 2-3 at Copper Classic, (BYU)
Jan. 8 at Utah
Jan. 9
SIMON FRASIER,
Spectrum, 4:45

and
After the Game

GYMNASTICS

10th North and 10th West

Date
Oct. 8
Dec. 26
Jan. 8-10 at
Jan 12
Jan. 31
Feb. 5
Feb. 9

LOGAN
752-9365

ossnerS

Meet
USU Gymnastics Camp, Cedar City
Ut. Winter Gymnastics Camp, U. Ut.
Boise State
BYU
UCLA/UTEP
U. OF ILLINOIS
WOLFE'S CUP INV.
USU, BYU, Utah, Jacksonville St.,
Montana St., Montana, Washington

Feb. 13 at Penn. State
Feb. 15 at Louisiana State
Feb. 21 at Denver Invitational
Feb. 27 at Utah
Mar. 6 at Boise State U/U of Wash., Boise, ID
Mar. 15 at Nebraska
Mar. 16-8 at Regionals (Albuquerque)
Apr. 8-11 at Nationals (U. of Utah)

SWISS CHEESE
GOSSNER'S CHEESE FACTORY

REMAINING SCHEDULE

LOGAN, UTAH

Date

Opponent

Jan. 13
Jan. 16*

UNLV, Spectrum, 7:30
NEW MEXICO ST.,
Spectrum 7:30
Jan 17*
NO. ARIZONA, Spectrum, 4:30
Jan. 19
MIDLAND LUTHERAN,
Spectrum, 7:30
Jan. 23* at Idaho State University
Jan. 28* at U. of Colorado
Jan. 31* at Weber State
Feb. 6*
IDAHO STATE, Spectrum, 7:30
Feb. 7
SEATTLE SEABASKETS,
Spectrum, 7:30
Feb. 12* at New Mexico State
Feb. 14* at No. Arizona
Feb. 20*
COLORADO, Spectrum, 7:30
Feb. 21*
WEBER ST., Spectrum, 4:45
Feb. 23
KBLQ "No Stars", Spectrum
Mar. 5-7 at Regionals, Las Cruces, NM
Mar. 27-9 at Nationals, Eugene, OR

SOFTBALL
Date
Mar. 19 at
Mar. 21 at
Mar. 23 at
Mar. 24 at
Mar. 27 at
Apr. 3-5 at
Apr. 10 at
Apr. 11 at
Apr. 17-19
Apr. 21
Apr. 24
Apr. 25
May 1 at
May 2 at
May 7-9 at
May 20-23

Opponent
Nevada — Las Vegas
CS—Fullerton
Cal—Poly Pomona
Cal—State Northridge
Nevada—Reno
CS Fullerton Pony Inv. (tent.)
Wyoming
Northern Colorado
New Mexico Invitational
UTAH (Logan)
NEW MEXICO (Logan)
NEW MEXICO ST., (Logan)
Utah
Weber State College
Regionals, U. New Mexico
AIAW College World Series,
U. Oklahoma

Where would a wise investor seek
sound advice, attentive service,
unbeatable information, and
unmatched financial strength ?

Merrill Lynch says,
close to home.
Don't misunderstand. There's
nothing wrong with searching far
and wide for investment ideas. It's
not easy to get rich these days.
But to search on your own is a
full-time job-and-a-halt. You have to
read everything, digest it all, ana
lyze the information, act on it...and
do it fast, because opportunities
become ancient history in precious
little time.
Meanwhile, some of the best
investment ideas are sitting practi
cally on your doorstep, at a nearby
office of Merrill Lynch.
We have the resources and
the people to know, really know,
investment opportunities as diverse
as oil drilling partnerships and
Treasury Bill futures, options and
retirement plans.
Our research team is the best
on Wall Street—in Wall Street's
own opinion. And we make it easy
to use that unrivaled resource: com
puter terminals at every Merrill
Lynch office can instantly print out

A breed apart
up-to-the-minute opinions on more
than 1200 stocks.
Best of all is the way we tailor
our advice to your requirements.
Before offering a single suggestion,
your Merrill Lynch Account Exec
utive will spend a long while listen
ing. Finding out what you really
need. Because the smartest invest
ment plans—the plans most likely
to succeed—start with a clear
definition of where they want to go.
Are you looking for security or the

1980 Merrill Lynch Pierce Fenner & Smith Incorporated. Member, SIPC.
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opportunity to speculate? For cur
rent income or capital growth?
What you tell us determines in
large part what we tell you.
So we make a point of develop
ing, for each customer, a sound
long-term investment strategy, and
we encourage you to stick with it
and not be sidetracked by invest
ment fads or temporary market
aberrations. And we give you the
security of knowing that we're
going to stick with you and see you
through to your goals. Merrill
Lynch has more than $800 million
in capital resources working for
you, and we plan to be advising you
long after all those fad investments
have been written off.
So drop in at a nearby Merrill
Lynch office and look over some of
the brochures that explain our phi
losophy and way of doing things.
Don't worry...we won't ask you to
buy anything. In fact, we probably
won't even let you, until we get to
know you better.

Merrill Lynch

The Best
number in lodging

Call us on it!
Call Best Western's toll-free reserva entertainment and in-room movies.
tions number into play when you
We'll give you more information on
plan your next business trip, vacation more places to stay than anyone
or weekend get-away. We'll get you
else in the world. All you need is the
a place to stay and a rental car if you
Best number in lodging. Call us on it!
need one. We'll tell you where you 1-800-528-1234.
can enjoy tennis, golf, skiing, year
*ln Arizona 1-800-352-1222, Phoenix 279-7600
'round swimming, fine dining, live
In Canada 1-800-268-8993, Toronto 485-2632

Best
Western
World's Largest Lodging Chain
United States, Canada. Mexico.Puerto Rico, Virgin Islands, England, Ireland, Scotland, Wales,
France, Spain, Austria, Switzerland,Denmark, Sweden, Finland, Andorra, Luxembourg, Australia, New Zealand

Peter Read Miller (Shot with Nikon equipment)

©

ne of the most spectacular
plays in college football
is the breakaway run,
whether it comes from
scrimmage or on a kick re
turn. The back gets all the glory, but the
key to the play is always the downfield
blocking, without which the runner
would not get far.
Not every downfield block is the same,
though. Blocking techniques vary a great
deal, depending on both the blocker and
potential tackier. Seldom is it a matter of
one man simply knocking down another.
Let's take, as an example, a running
play from scrimmage, looking at the
downfield blocking from both the offen
sive and defensive standpoint.
On many running plays, at least one
lineman will have to come across the line
of scrimmage to block a linebacker. "On

Discover the original
goodness of King's Hawaiian Bread.
The natural ingredients blend together
wonderfully to enhance the flavor of hamburgers, hot
dogs, tuna and grilled cheese. Whatever your favorite sandwich
or snack...try it with King's Hawaiian Bread. We promise you...a little
taste of Hawaii in every bite. Bite after bite, you'll find King's Hawaiian
Bread...soooo... delicious!!!!

Taste the Difference!!

cItje

Original

KING'S Hawaiian Bread
King s International Bakery • Torrance, CA 90504 • Honolulu, HI 96814

One quick look
isallyouget.
Our front mid-engine rotary
race cars can take your breath
away faster than you can say
RX-7. Specially-prepared RX-7s
won four big races in a row in
early 1980, with GTU victories
in the 12 Hours of Sebring, at
Road Atlanta, in the Riverside
5-Hour, and at Laguna Seca.
The front mid-engine Mazda

RX-7 you can buy offers virtual
ly everything you could want in
a refined sports car. Like sleek,
slippery aerodynamic styling.
Superb handling. Tremendous
acceleration. And a list of
standard features as long as
your arm. (The RX-7 GS, for
example, comes with 5-speed,
AM/FM stereo, steel-belted

radials, electric hatch release,
and more.)
See you at the races. Or at
your nearest Mazda dealer.

The more you look,
the more you like.
Mazda's rotary engine licensed by NSU-WANKEL.

EflOCUi®

The
FranTarkenton Blazer,
This finely tailored, superbly
crafted coat is America's hottest
selling new Blazer.The Fran
Tarkenton Blazer by Higgins is
available at leading retailers
everywhere.

HIGGINS"
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continued

inside, we cross-block him. The big thing safety rotates back and is one of only two
is to adjust with your head. That givesyou deep backs. "In that case," says the coach
a consistency, and the running back of an independent team, "the receiver
knows which way to cut."
away from the ball has to go out and
Some coaches advocate body blocking shield the safety from the play. We don't
by linemen, but more and more, coaches want the receiver throwing his body be
are teaching linemen never to leave their cause that can be a clip if the defensive
feet. "Personally," says a coach of an inde back turns. Also, receivers aren't used to
pendent team, "I think the only time you throwing big blocks, and we don't want to
should really throw a body block is when take a chance on them getting hurt."
a back comes across your face (straight at
My father, who watched the great Berthe lineman)."
nie Bierman teams at the University of
Those are the specific blocking duties Minnesota in the '30s and '40s, describes
for linemen, but coaches emphasize that the blocking techniques of those teams
blocks should be made even if they aren't with understandable awe. He even claims
on the drawing board.
to have seen one kickoff return on which
"I want my linemen to be looking for every opposing player was blocked to the
somebody to block downfield after their ground.
primary assignment," says one South
You don't see that any more, for more
eastern Conference coach. "I've seen too than one reason. One is that the players
many times when a back has been tackled defending against returns are quicker
upfield and the lineman comes back to and more agile than they were 40 years
the huddle saying, 1 could have blocked ago, and thus better able to evade the
that man.' The reason he didn't is that he crushing-type block.
didn't think of it in time."
Another is that offensive coaches are
Wide receivers also figure in downfield relying more on deception than brute
blocking, though screening is often a strength, and blocking plays an impor
more accurate description of what they tant role in that. "We're not looking for
do. Almost always, the receiver is block fierceness so much as finesse," says one
ing a defensive back.
eastern coach."The key is just to keep the
"If he's at the point of attack," says a Big man out of the way long enough to let the
Ten coach, "he uses what we call a 'stock runner make his cut."
block, which is basically just screening
More and more, coaches are finding
off his man. We liken it to a disco tech those blockers on their starting offensive
nique, 'mirroring' his man. We want him teams. "Blocks on kickoff returns are the
j ust to hang in front of the defensive back, hardest to make because the guys are
moving his feet back and forth laterally. If coming full-speed downfield and you've
the defensive back makes contact, we got to make a front-up
(straight-on)
want him to recoil and keep screening."
block," says a Big Eight coach, "so we like
A defensive coach from the Southwest to have the offensive linemen up front on
Conference calls that the hardest kind of kickoffs to make blocks.
block for a defensive back to counter. "It
'And you see that more and more on
takes away the concentration of the de punt returns, too, because the returns are
fensive back. Sometimes he won't even really offensive plays. If we have a fivesee the running back make a move. We man line, for instance, on a punt, the two
call that chicken-fighting. We tell the back outside guys will be linebackers but we'll
to defeat his man as quickly as possible probably use three offensive linemen in
and get on the other side of the man. If his side."
man tries to block him then, it's a clip."
Kick returns are becoming more
Away from the point of the attack, the sophisticated, too. "You've got more spe
receiver has to go after one of the safeties. cialization among coaches," notes a
"It's very important that he be able to read Southwestern Conference coach. "You've
coverages," says a Pac-10 coach, "because got guys just sitting around dreaming up
that determines where he should be and things for kick returns."
what kind of block he has to make."
Typical is the kind of thing a special
In some coverages, the strong safety teams coach at a Southeastern Confer
will be only about five yards from the line ence school teaches. "For years, we've
of scrimmage. The safety's job is to come used the picket (wall) technique, where
up and guard against cutbacks, because you have all your blockers go to one side of
it is precisely on cutbacks that most long the field and set up a wall for the runner.
runs are made.
"Lately, though, we've been trying
The receiver, in turn, makes what is al another technique, called the criss-cross.
most a crackback block (though, thanks
Everybody is assigned a man on the other
to a rule which is applauded by every side of the field to block, which should
coach I've talked to, the receiver cannot
open up a lane down the middle."
block below the waist). He must make
So, if you want to know how the long
upper-body contact and seal off the runs are broken, the next time you're at a
safety, so the runner can get past.
game, watch the blockers. They're the
In some zone coverages, the strong | key.
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The Official
Lindsay Olive/Foofball
1Q Test:
INSTRUCTIONS: Take this test between plays or at half-time. Circle the correct answers and mail this page to the college
government agency or professional football team of your choice. If they accept you on the basis of this test you're truly
smarter than they are.
1. The difference between a Lindsay Olive and a football is:
A. Footballs taste lousy in sandwiches
B. Have you ever tried a mushroom-and-football pizza?
C. Lindsay Olives are Green or Black, but footballs are only
brown
D. Lindsay Olives are ripe and delicious, footballs are chewy
and hard to digest
2. Which of these does not belong with the others?
(Hint: Lindsay Olives are in a class by themselves.)

6. Which of these would a fullback use to open a can of
mellow, nutlike Lindsay Ripe Olives?

7. If footballs are brown, Lindsay Pitted Green Ripe Olives are
green, what color are Lindsay Pitted Black Ripe Olives?
A. Black
B. Black
C. A&B
D. All of the above
E. None of the above
8. NFL Linebackers enjoy Lindsay Pitted Black Ripe Olives in:
A. Hospitals B. Chocolate malts C. Salads D. The Super Bowl

3. If Lindsay Green Olives grew to the size of footballs, which
size martini would you put them in?
A. Extra Iaige size
C. Stadium size
B. Swimming pool size D. Any size

9. Which of these semi-official signals indicates time-out to
enjoy wonderful Lindsay Pitted Green or Black Ripe Olives?

by Curry Kirkpatrick
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED

4. Which of these would add flavor and excitement to salads?
II
D.
5. A true football fan would never:
A. Eat anything but Lindsay Olives
B. Spit Lindsay Olive pits at the opposing
C. Let his sister date an offensive tight-end
D. Ignore the game to take this test

E.

SUMMARY: If you were patient enough to read
this far in the test, you deserve a little something
extra. So send your name, address and zip
code to Lindsay Olive Growers, P.O. Box 278,
Lindsay, CA 93247, and we'll send you
something sooner or later.

RKANSAS. A few more dollars
and a few more draft choices
=r- were all the Dallas Mavericks
—
needed to entice Eddie Sutton to the NBA.
Alas, Sutton remained in Fayetteville
where his Razorback teams have com
piled the best five-year record.(123-28) in
the NCAA. Last season Arkansas was
without Sidney Moncrief, so guard U.S.
Reed and 6-10 Scott Hastings came to the
fore in a 21-victory season which so
lidified Sutton's reputation as strategist
and program-builder. "We aren't where
we're going to be," Sutton said. Now they
are. The 6-2 Reed has a dazzling offensive
game inside and is the defensive leader of
a deep and versatile backcourt which in
cludes Brad Friess, Keith (Snake) Hilliard,
juco Darrell Walker, and freshman Ricky
Norton. Up front 6-7 Carey Kelly is des
tined for big things in support of
handyman Hastings who can play center
or forward depending on which other
personnel pan out: veteran Leroy Sutton
or newcomers Craig Olson and John
Snively. With this bunch, Sutton doesn't
need draft choices.
RADLEY. Among the more outrageous things Dick Vfersace has
done in his volatile two seasons as
maniac-in-residence of the Bradley
continued

Top: Clark Kellogg, Ohio State
Left: Derek Smith, Louisville
Right: Oregon State's Ray Blume

continued

Braves is 1) roar into the stands after op
posing fans 2) vent spicy opinions about a
female coach, and 3) bring Peoria back
into the mainstream of big-time basket
ball. From last in the Missouri Valley to
first; from nine wins to 23; from an endof-December record of 5-6, here came
Coach Versace, star forward Mitchell An
derson and the rest of the Braves to go
unbeaten at home, win 18 of their next 20
games and qualify for the NCAA tourna
ment for the first time in 25 years. The
team plays Sammy Davis Jr.'s "Gonna
Build Me A Mountain" before each home
game, and ain't no stopping it now what
with all five starters returning—center
Donald Reese; guards Eric Duhart and
agile, all-purpose defender David
Thirdkill; forwards Bobby Ford and the
marvelous Anderson, who is nothing less
than Mark Aguirre sans fat. Gonna build
them another Valley championship no
doubt.

•NOW I CAN GAIN
MPRDS"
ON JUSTONE TONKFULi

©1980 VOLKSWAGEN OF AMERICA. INC.

riaht
Yes.You've read if righf.
Paul Hornung, one of foofball's pre
mier running backs, can sfill gain
thousands of yards on fhe ground.
This fime wifh fhe Volkswagen Rabbif
Imagine. 466,400 yards.
Which means you can drive from
Lambeau Field in Green Bay fo Soldier
Field in Chicago (and wifh plenfy fo
spare) wifhouf having fo sfop for gas.
And jusf fake a look af fhese sfafs:
Wifh fhe opfional 5-speed manual
fransmission, you can pick up an EPA estlmafed [25] miles per gallon, 40 MPG
highway esfimafe. (use estimafed MPG
for comparison fo ofher cars. Mileage
may vary wifh speed, weather and frip
length. Actual highway mileaqe will
probably be less.)
And there's more to gain by driving a

Rabbit than valuable yards.
There's also quickness.
At fhe snap, fhe Rabbit can bring you
from 0 fo 50 in only 8.3 seconds. Leav
ing some sports cars in fhe backfield
Wifh fhe Rabbit's front-wheel drive,
there's great maneuverability, which'
makes moving in and out of
tough spots (and finding open
ings) a lot easier.
Ill And as fo comfort, there's
enough room so that even four mem
bers of the pack don't have fo feel like
they're packed.
But probably what's most comforting
is that you don't have to be a fullback
to make all fhese gains.
Just a drive in our hatchback will do

VOLKSWAGEN
DOES IT
AGAIN

EPAUL. Speaking of Aguirre, after
the illustrious Coaches Meyer,
father and son, failed to nab high
school support from Glenn Rivers (Mar
quette) or Dickie Beal (Kentucky) their
best recruiting job was convincing DePaul's and the Olympic team's chubby
Marksman to stay in school. Aguirre is the
best offensive player in the land when he
tries, which was often enough as the Blue
Demons were racing to their 26-1 regular
season record. But Aguirre s walkabout
against UCLA plus a notable lack of team
depth led to an early exit from the NCAAs
and bodes ominous for this season as
well. Tall Teddy Grubbs will replace the
graduated James Mitchem (who failed
the Demons miserably in their two losses)
but who will replace Grubbs? At center
Terry Cummings comes off a terrific (14
points-, nearly 10-rebounds-a-game)
freshman season, and Skip Dillard
provides the 27-point-averaging Aguirre
with valuable scoring help, but the key is
the left-handed quicksilver messenger,
Clyde Bradshaw, at the point. If Clyde the
Glide doesn't get too tired whipping
those horses on the break, DePaul will go
a long way again. Maybe all the way.
EORGETOWN. Were it not for
blowing a 14-point lead in that
second-half collapse against Iowa
in the Eastern regional final (if shooting15
of 22 can be called a collapse) a man
would swear that Georgetown was the
best team in the country at the end of the
year. Surely the Hoyas were the deepest,
as evidenced by the fact that although
Coach John Thompson loses two big
names, forward Craig Shelton and guard
John Duren, his team remains the pride
of the region. Three—count em—three

centers help, those being starter Mike
Hancock, mammoth, 250-pound Mike
Frazier and Ed Spriggs, a former postal
worker. Veteran cornerman Jeff Bullis is a
deadly open shooter who will fight
freshman Arnie Russell for Shelton's job
while another rookie, the 6-5 Bronx
legend (Uptown) Freddie Brown, should
quickly supplant Duren. At the other
guard Georgetown shines the most. No
backcourtman played better two-way
basketball down the stretch than 6-3 Eric
(Sleepy) Floyd, who can throw them in
from over the Washington Monument and
beyond. Sleepy also is what a lot of oppo
nents will be when Georgetown gets
through with them.
EORGIA. The latest of the football Scott Hastings of Arkansas
to turn into a basketball
hotbed is none other than Athens,
Ga. where in two seasons Coach Hugh
Durham has obtained a radio network,
altered the configuration of Georgia Col
iseum to get more people seated and in
seats closer to the floor and scheduled
huge, money-making dates in Atlanta's
Omni. Budget help also has resulted in
human treasures such as last season's
rookie forwards Terry Fair and
Dominique Wilkens. After the immensely
talented Wilkens was injured, the Bull
dogs caved in and lost eight of their last
nine games so Durham went out and
recruited another glowing tandem of 6-6
performers, James Banks and Vern Flem
ing. Wilkens must jump out of buildings
to keep head and shoulders above 6-1
junior, Eric (Sky Pup) Marbury, who will
shore up the backcourt along with New
\brker Fleming, sophomore Derrick Floyd
and Kansas transfer Wilmore Fowler.
Gone is shot-blocking Layon Mercer. The
creative Durham has made waves with
out a center before (i.e., at Florida State)
and now he has a characteristically quick
and explosive crew with which to work.
Isiah Thomas, Indiana
They may be a season away. Then again
they may not be.
around, then closed with a rush when
Bobby Knight gave the word, the word last
NDIANA. By the time Isiah Thomas year being (Mike) Woodson. Because
finishes his career at Bloomington, he Woodson and Butch Garter have de
will have played so many games in so parted and because center Ray Tolbert,
many countries he should be able to strong forward Steve Bouchie and fresh
dribble in at least 14 different languages. man Mike LaFave are hardly scoring
What other high schooler led a team to a machines up front, Thomas and
Pan American Games championship? recovered-from-injury Randy Wittman
What other rookie led a team to a Big Ten must assume most of the load in backchampionship? (Okay. Magic Johnson court. Which is all right with Knight. He
doesn't count.) What other guard knows the book of Isaiah by heart.
quarterbacked an Olympic team at such
a young age? Boston Celtic Coach Bill
OWA. The scene remains etched in
Fitch said of Thomas at the Olympic
the memory. Ronnie Lester driving for
trials: "I've never seen a freshman so ad
the bucket, one Louisville man to beat,
vanced." Which is reason enough for the
p, up, in the air. The collision. The fall. In
Hoosiers to be storming the gates again.
For three seasons. Indiana mucked
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that moment Lester's courageous, pain
afflicted season ended on the floor at In
dianapolis and, with it, the fairytale ride
through the NCAA playoffs of the Iowa
Hawkeyes, everybody's favorite Cinderfellas. The infirm Hawkeyes had to limp
along as the team from MASH all season,
but one important thing they learned was
that they could survive without Lester.
Not as easily, mind you. But survive. For
ward Vince Brookins beat NC State in the
tournament. Center Steve Waite beat
Georgetown. They are back. Center Steve
Krafcisin started ahead of Waite. Forward
Mark Gannon made strong contributions
before being injured. Swingman Bob
Hansen hustled all over the place. They
are back. Defensive specialist Kevin Boyle
might have been switched from forward
to help Kenny Arnold in backcourt, but
Coach Lute Olsen has enrolled Lester
replacements in freshmen Steve Carfino
and Dennis Johnson plus forward Craig
Anderson. The days of Iowa sneaking up
on people are over. Goodbye Lester. Hello
lustre.
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ward yourself with an all-expenses paid
trip to Hogansville, Ga. by way of Sylves
ter. Those just happen to be the home
towns of the Card forwards, shaved-head
Derek Smith and one-thumb Wiley
Brown. By now all of these strange
characters seem awfully familiar, for, even
while Darrell Griffith was dropping out of
the sky to propel Louisville to the national
title, the support troops were showing
their wares: Jerry Eaves, an accom
plished point guard. Roger Burkman, a
spirited kamikaze off the bench. Poncho
Wright, a long-range bomber whose im
mortal prophecy—"the Ville be going to
the 'Nap"—turned into reality when
Denny Crum's team won it all in Indy.
Three new faces are guard Lancaster
Gordon, center Charles Jones, Mississippi
player of the year, and Olympian Rod Foster of UCLA
McCray's brother, Scooter, who is actually
an old head; as a 6-9 freshman
he led
Louisville in rebounds and assists before
being injured early as a sophomore. The
rumor is Scooter will take Griffith's place
in backcourt. Nobody believes it. Nobody
believed the Cards would whip all the
dealers in the house either.

Ezv ENTUCKY. Joe B. Hall's stockP>'ing °f weaponry caught up
with him last season when some
jssg
Some folks say Dale Brown
intrasquad conflicts (along with extracur
|j|^^ couldn't teach a Cajun to eat jamricular nonsense) resulted in the
balaya. Others say he could
banishment of Dwight (Blur) Anderson.
recruit Eskimos to a hootenanny on the
Some said the Wildcats were never the
bayou. Each season it is difficult to tell
same team; certainly guard Kyle Macy
whether the real LSU is Brown's team that
was not the same, having to shoulder a
rampages through the SEC or Brown's
scoring and playmaking role which not
team that gets blown out in the NCAA
even his exquisite skills could sustain.
regional. Surely being beaten by the past
When Macy wore down, so did Kentucky
two national champions, Michigan State
in an NCAA fizzle on its own homecourt.
and Louisville, is no disgrace; it's just the
With some more experience, a more ma
way the Tigers were beaten. Slaughter
ture 7-1 Slammin' Sam Bowie should
ings
of
teamwork,
discipline,
make sure that doesn't happen again,
technique—your Basic Playground
Greg Manning of Maryland
even if he is moved to forward to make
Breakdowns. Losing DeWayne (As
way for 7-0 freshman Mel Turpin. Lean
tronaut) Scales to the hardship draft may
Fieddie Cowan was a one-man gang
be a blessing if his blast-off liberates the
against Duke in the NCAAs but this time
more team-oriented, sometimes brilliant
sophomores Derrick Hord and Charles
forward Rudy Macklin, and the star-to-be,
(Atlas) Hurt, along with the freshman
sophomore swingman Howard Carter.
grizzly Bret Bearup, will give more aid.
The Cookie Man, Greg Cook, returns at
With Macy gone, the backcourt is in the
center and Ethan Martin is back at the
hands and blinding feet of Dirk Minniepoint, but both must recover from terrible
field and/or rookie Dickie Beal who could
season-ending performances. Three
run exhibition sprints against each other
freshmen could help, power forward
during halftimes while still another
Leonard Mitchell, quarterback Johnny
freshman, Jim Master, shoots the lights
Jones and shooter John Tudor, if they
out. How will Joe B. keep this splendid
refrain from the occasional bad habits of
gang of superfluous talents happy this
their elders. Brown is desperate for the
time? Stay tuned.
national title he is positive lies just over
the horizon. Sometimes, though, it must
seem as far away as Alaska.
OUISVILLE. Here is a nice tidbit
to challenge your trivia buds. In
^^5 the eight years of modern fresh
ARYLAND.
The Terrapins
man eligibility, who is the only first-year
have a top combined fieldman to start on a national championship
goal, free-throw shooter in
team? If you answered Rodney McCray at
Greg
Manning.
They have possibly the
center for the Louisville Cardinals, re
continued on 41t Greg Goorjian, Nevada-Las Vegas
36t

After 76 years,
EFHutton&Company
still has one name.
In an industry that undergoes ups and downs,
mergers and constant change, E.F. Hutton has always
stood for reliability and dependability
Through all those years, we've maintained an un
broken record of profitability and of continuous service
to our customers.
And now, as we celebrate our 76th year, that
stability seems even more impressive.

Member of SI PC

When EFHutten talks,
people listen.

Do-it-yourself projects you can
nail down fast.

by David Condon
Chicago TRIBUNE
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tto Graham had been taken from
the contest early so he could re
ceive a deserved final ovation
from tans he had thrilled for three sea
sons. Otto then shucked his purple-white
uniform, showered, put on civilian
clothes, and returned to the bench for the
closing
seconds
of
the
1943
Northwestern-Illinois game in the
dreher's assistants
Wildcats' Dyche Stadium. Otto had done
on the All-Star staff
a great day's work, once again, for North
nodded agreement.
western. Besides rushing for two
But Stuhldreher, i
touchdowns, Otto had completed four (of
Leahy, and Hinkle M
six) passes to wind up his Big Ten career
had not seen the last of Otto's
with 158 completions, for 2,163 yards, in
artistry. They were to view
334 attempts.
more in the weeks ahead,
The gun sounded. The Illini and Wild because the Wildcat Whiz
cat players began scrapping for the game
from Waukegan had played in
ball. Otto Graham sprinted from the the All-Star game as an undersidelines, wedged among the battling graduate (under wartime JF
athletes, and retrieved the football as a
rules) and still had the 1943 sea
last moinento of his college gridiron days.
son to play for NU.
Illini coach Ray Eliot, who had been
Hinkle s turn came first.The immortal
shaking hands with Northwestern's Lynn Butler leader then was coaching Great
(Pappy) Waldorf, noticed Graham's de
Lakes and he saw Graham's passes scut
termination and said:
tle (13-0) a Great Lakes eleven that ulti
"Otto deserves the ball. Jiminy, he does mately would deal the season's only de
everything except play in the band."
feat to Notre Dame's national champions.
"Otto could have done that, too," chuck After Great Lakes, the '43 Wildcats beat
led Coach Waldorf. "His dad is band di Ohio State (13-0 on a TD run and a TD
rector at Waukegan High School and pass by Graham), and whipped Min
**
wanted Otto to study music. Fortunately nesota 42-6. On to Camp Randall Stadium
for me, and for the basketball and for Wisconsin and Stuhldreher.
baseball teams, he favored sports. Otto's
Otto ran for three touchdowns and
been our standby for three seasons. He's
kicked three extra points in the first 12
skilled as a passer, a fine runner, good
minutes against Wisconsin. Subsequently
kicker, and—spectacular on pass de he returned
a punt 45 yards to score
fense!"
again, then passed to Bob Wallis for a fifth
Coach Eliot nodded and peered at the touchdown. NU 41 Wisconsin 0.
scoreboard that read: Northwestern 53
"Well, I'm on record as saying Otto's one
Illinois 6. "Otto should have listened to fine football player,' Stuhldreher lament
his father," was all that the Illini coach ed to Roundy Coughlin, the Madison
could mumble.
sports writer renowned for his pictures
If Otto's concluding varsity football sea que ("what more could be fairer?")
son wound up with a smash in Dyche
phraseology. "Unfortunately," winced
Stadium, that had been anticipated. Otto Stuhldreher, "I've known that since 1941."
Graham's last season—which earned
The following Saturday the Wildcats
him 7 fie Chicago Tribune s silver football were host to Leahy's potept Notre Darn
as the Big Ten's Most Valuable—had
ers. The Fighting Irish eventually over
opened with a smash in that same Dyche
powered Northwestern 25-6 but the game
Stadium stronghold in Evanston.
was scoreless until the 30th minute of the
That had been the night of August 25,
first half—mainly because Otto inter
1943. Otto s 97-yard touchdown run, after
cepted two passes on Johnny Lujack.
intercepting a Sammy Baugh pass, high
Ottos finale against Illinois came a
lighted the College All-Stars' 27-7 victory
week later, and then the greatest Wildcat
died in World War II), it is all right with
over the pro Washington Redskins. He
of them all was free to captain the basket
me. Otto said it as emotionally as he once
also kicked one extra point, and blocked
ball team. But Otto, a basketball Ailhad said: 'Desire is the most important
out two Redskins to clear the way for a
American in the 1942-43 season, was in
thing in football."
50-yard TD punt return by Bob Steuber of the Navy Air Corps before the '43-44 cam
Of course, Otto Graham—winner of
Missouri and De Pauw.
paign was ended. Ironically, he also eight Northwestern monograms in three
In the collegians' jubilant locker room,
played his last Northwestern basketball sports—was from a rare mold.
Wisconsin's Harry Stuhldreher, the win
game against Illinois and paced the 'Cats
Otto had been slated to be a 1940
ning coach, praised his masterful
to a 42-29 conquest in Chicago Stadium.
halfback starter but had to pass up that
athletes. Coming to Graham, Stuhldre
There was a ceremony for Otto Graham
season to undergo a cartilage operation
her the Four Horsemen quarterback
that evening, and he humbly told more
for a knee injury incurred in baseball. He
while at Notre Dame—said: "Son, you are than 12,000 fans:
was ready, though, when the Wildcats
one fine football player. I'll never forget
If I should be called upon to make the opened the 1941 campaign against Kan
you." Frank Leahy of Notre Dame and Lt.
same sacrifice as Nile Kinnick (the 1939
sas State. And the Dyche Stadium crowd
Tony Hinkle of Great Lakes, two of StuhlIowa Heisman trophy winner who had
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best rebounder on campus, Buck
Buddy Hackett will please stand aside
Williams. They have probably the best
and if Wayne Newton will kindly hush his
all-around, both-ways player in America,
pipes, the Runnin Rebels of Las Vfegas can
Albert King. The question remains, if
get down to business. That includes con
they re so rich, why ain 't they smart?
tinuing their exciting who-knowsThat's the cross Maryland's Left v Driesell
what's-happening forays down the court
has been bearing for years, but last sea
which were rudely interrupted last sea
son's NCAA tournament truth was that
son in the NIT semifinals by Virginia's
Georgetown simply was the better,
Ralph Sampson. Tarkanian put together
deeper team. Just as he once lost Moses
his seventh straight 20-plus victory sea
Malone to the pros, Driesell lost tall Earl
son even in the face of remarks like that of
Jones to his non-predicatory grades, so
former Rebel Reggie Theuss: "If we (the
Maryland still lacks the big pivotman
Chicago Bulls) draft one more guy from
needed to make its team whole. Neverthe
Vegas, we'll be put on probation." Center
less the Terps retain everybody who was
Sidney Green and the lefthanded archer,
anybody—guards Dutch Morley and
Larry Anderson, had excellent freshman
Reggie Jackson alternate at the point,
seasons while Michael (Spiderman)
enigmatic Ernest Graham moonlights on
Burns, whose webs are constructed
the wing—and welcome some prime new
in the rafters, and Richard (Professor)
prospects as well, namely Pete Holbert,
Box furnished considerable support.
Steve Rivers and juco Charles Pittman!
Muscleman
Michael Johnson is also
Normally over-coached, King and his
Eric Floyd of Georgetown
among the returnees, but whether he or
courtmates were left to their own devices
anyone else sees the ball now that story
last season; they merely ran away from
book scoring guard Greg Goorjian is eli
opponents with the finest fast break in
gible
will be an interesting question.
the business. In the summer they ran
Vegas needs a backcourt general to lead
away on a team trip to the Orient. The
this merry band, and we don't mean Doc
result is that Maryland again will be ah, Severinson.
soooo—magnificent.

ISSOURI. When the Tigers
==•=•— Larry Drew was selected
— early in the NBA draft,
there were many who must have won
dered Drew who? When the Tigers' Mark
Dressier scored 32 points to bury Notre
Dame in the NCAA tournament, Digger
Phelps must have wondered Mark who?
Similar attitudes pervaded the Missouri
season as everyone on the schedule sur
rounded the famous freshman pivotman,
Steve Stepanovich leaving the other un
heralded 1igers so wide open they man
aged to shoot—brace yourself—an NCAA
team-record 57.2 percent from the floor.
Coach Norm Stewart has quietly chalked
up over 300 victories in his career, 226 of
them at Mizzou after last season's 24-6
mark. The 6-10 Stephanovich should be
even better, a wondrous shooting, passing
fulcrum around which inside players
Curtis Berry and Ricky Frazier and
guards Jon Sundvold and defensive whiz
Steve Wallace will flow. Berry and Wallace
were injured some of last year; if that
happens again, watch out for rookies
Richie Johnson and Shawn Teague, not to
mention juco Marvin Moon whose sur
name is precisely the target at which the
Tiger sharpshooters are aiming this time.

ORTH CAROLINA. Ho hum. So
Carolina impressed everyone
with its usual regular-season
heroics. So Carolina depressed everyone
with its usual NCAA tournament pratfalls.
So the Tar Heels had five men drafted by
the pros. What else is new? Coach Dean
Smith's team is back better than ever just
when it looked as if the old well had fin
ally run dry. First he got 6-7 Matt Doherty,
a clone of the graduated Mike O'Koren,
meaning from the shoulders up he is the
best freshman in the country.Then he got
6-10 Sam (The Man) Perkins, the first
superstar center prospect at Chapel Hill
since Bob McAdoo. Other newcomers
such as Cecil Exsum and 7-0 Timo Makkonen can do a lot of jumping up and
down and pointing as they watch vet
erans A1 Wood, an Olympian, and James
Worthy, a 6-9 budding genius who sat out
most of the year with an injury, do their
stuff. The backcourt is suspect because
Jimmy Black is erratic and Jim Braddock
inexperienced. But Worthy can play any
where, Doherty will be taught to do so,
and Smith should find a way for every
body else to compensate. Ho hum. He
always does.
—

— OTRE DAME. Like some puzzled
jockey standing up in the stirrups
too soon before the finish line, the
Fighting Irish always seem to come up
with a national championship game way
before the real thing. Notre Dame's
biggest moments are regular-season

EVADA-LAS VEGAS. If the NCAA
==
w'" cease its ongoing persecution
— of Coach Jerry Tarkanian; if Tar
kanian will drop his lawsuit against his
own university; if Frank Sinatra and
40t
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Now is the time for all good fans to order
their souvenir editions of the 1981 Rose
Bowl, Orange Bowl and Cotton Bowl,
and the 1980 Gator Bowl and Sun Bowl
Football Programs.
These beautiful collector's editions
contain over 125 pages of in-depth
scouting reports, special features on
past bowl games, a section on the re
cord holders and halftime shows, a re
view of the past season in words and
photos and even a bowl quiz to test your
trivia memory.
Each program is chock-full of full color
action photos and is a perfect gift forthe
fanatic fan and the discerning collector.
Whetheryou attend the games in person
or view them in the comfort of your
home, these programs are a must item
to increase your enjoyment of all of the
excitement at bowl time.

Curtis Berry of Missouri

Prices for the souvenir bowl programs
follow and include first class postage
and handling:
$ 4.00 for one program
7.50 for two programs
10.00 for three programs
12.50 for four programs
14.50 for five programs
Additional programs are $2.90 each.
Quantity

V
'-V\

:= "==

Programs...
Just $10.00

'er

ROSE BOWL
ORANGE BOWL
COTTON BOWL
GATOR BOWL
SUN BOWL
Orders must be postmarked by December 1,
1980 to insuredelivery before game day.
Send check or money order, together with
your name and addrees to:
TOUCHDOWN PUBLICATIONS, INC.
Three Em barcadero Center, Ste. 1980
San Francisco, CA 94111
(415) 398-1919

Kentucky's Fred Cowan

A new breed of Weeds
is popping up everywhere.
Alumni Weeds are casual.yet dressy enough to wear
with practically everything in your wardrobe This new
breed of Weeds gives you superb comfort, combined with
long wearing rugged Vibram soles. So pop your feet
into a pair at any participating F lorsheim dealer. You II be
amazed at how quickly Weeds will
The A|UfW))
grow on you.
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beauties like stopping a San Francisco
unbeaten streak, breaking a Marquette
home-court dynasty and doing nasty
things to UCLA. Last season was no dif
ferent as Coach Digger Phelps got wildeyed in the face of upsetting DePaul,
which the Irish did. Still, the team's con
sistent lack of speed and perimeter shoot
ing held it back, and this year's recruits
are again in the behemoth mold rather
than quick-striking agents. Senior for
wards Kelly Tripucka and Tracy Jackson
are the class at South Bend, but maddunking center Orlando Woolridge
should be a better rebounder. Bulky Tim
Andree and newcomers giant Joe Klein
and Tom Sluby will help in that regard,
just as freshman big guard Barry Spencer
should contribute to a depleted backcourt where Jim Paxson, Mike Mitchell,
and Stan Wilcox played a lot off the bench
last season. Now if Digger can just get his
calendar dates straightened out.

Mr. Bentleys in coach. But he likes his GE Silver Signature recorder
to fly first class."

GE Introduces
The Silver Signature
Collection
new GE cassette recorders, de.
00
as ternfic on the outside as they
Srif +L!
work on the inside.
Theres our new Ultra-slim Recorder in either
thehor.zontal or vertical format. Both are as slim
and elegant as your stock portfolio, so they'll take

out of your will. And it runs on AC or batteries (re
charge pack optional).
The GE Silver Signature Collection. Whichever
model you choose you'll be getting top-notch per
formance in a package so small and classy-looking
you re liable to be called in for a tax audit.
Syracuse^yia^T31'011' ^Gen6ral EleCtr'C C°" E,R Bldg'5'Rm'139'

yourASiSpumarte.^g'°VecomPartment of
hiave b.uily,n conc,enser

mikes and autorS!nticct
whisper of the
Countess's breathless proposal. And digital tape
nmnf nfSir°ima^c easyto ^your brilliant dis
proof of Kislovb Second Theorem.
And if you need something even smaller there^
our new two-speed Micro Recorder. It travels
your pocket, so its always ready to let you practice
your Sanskrit or dictate an errant brother-in-law
h0n

[u s't0 caPture every

Models shown left to right: Ultra-slim 3-5360, Micro 3-5340, Ultra-slim 3-5361

We bring good things to life.

GENERAL ® ELECTRIC

HIO STATE. In any other place
an improvement graph of nine
victories, then 16, then 19, then
21 would be considered a substantial suc
cess. But this is Columbus, Ohio, home of
the former Woody Hayes who invented
winning and some of the ornery things
that go with it. Basketball coach Eldon
Miller, whose graph that is, had a collec
tion of the best talent around last year, but
for the second consecutive season the
Buckeyes faltered in the closing weeks
and couldn't even win the Big Ten, much
less the Big One. Critics focused on Mil
ler's peculiar use of substitutions and the
reins he tightly pulled whenever his runloving athletes got a whiff of the fastbreak lanes. The Ohio State plodding
style especially inhibited freshman Clark
Kellogg, who never got an opportunity to
display his true brilliance. Kellogg re
turns to join an imposing frontline of
fearsome center Herb Williams and glow
ering Big Jim Smith, while Carter Scott
strengthens the backcourt. But the Buck
eyes will sorely miss Kelvin Ransey at the
other guard where Larry Huggins is an
heir apparent and little Todd Penn adds
spunk. There also may be a passer named
Art Schlichter available. He made the
team as a freshman. He knows something
about winning too.

REGON STATE. Listen to what
one high school scout had to say
_ about the Beavers' heralded
yearling, Charlie Sitton:"... has no peer in
this nation for all-out hustle, quickness
for size, nose for the basket, carom timing
and position, defensive potential. If you
don't like Sittonyou don't like roundball.
The 6-8 power foward from McMinnville,
Ore. appears to be just the link that was

continued

missing from Coach Balph Miller's team
which won 26 games before collapsingin
the NCAAs. Perhaps it was the disinclina
tion of jump-hooking center Steve
Johnson (who shot a record 71 percent
from the floor) to mix it up inside. Or
maybe it was a lack of intensity on the
part of the high-scoring backcourt of Ray
Blume and Mark Radford. It could have
been all that smoke coming from veteran
Coach Ralph Miller's cigarillos. Whatever
it was, the Beavers were not ready for the
post-season. Les Connor, juco player of
the year, will probably replace the de
parted Dwayne Allen in the starting
lineup. The other forward, gangly Rob
Holbrook, very likely could lose his start
ing job to Sitton. OSU should again stun
the Pac-10 with its teampassing wizardry.
Whether the Beavers make it to Oz is
another story.

T. JOSEPH'S OF PHILADELPHIA.
If the Hawks of little old St. Joe
had not won 40 games in the last
two years; if they had not been invited to
the NIT twice; if they were not the defend
ing champions of Philadelphia's storied
Big Five and did not have a shrewd, canny
leader in Coach Jim Lynam, you could
call them the darkhorse team in the na
tion. Then again,Lynam's recruiting coup
in which he snapped up the finest crop of
freshmen in the East would be a sure
tipoff to spoil the secret. Then it is
recalled that Lynam's roots are from the
Phillian lineage of Jack Ramsay—Jack
McKenney—Paul Westhead, it is no sur
prise where the Hawks will be flying. The
star is 6-8 Marcellus (Boo) Williams who
can move to the power corner now that
local phenoms 6-10 center Tony Costner
and 6-5 Alonzo McEarlan,have signed on.
Returning starters Mike Morrow and
John Smith give St. Joe's plenty of depth
up front. Graduation claimed point guard
(Cool Hand) Luke Griffin, the team glue,
but veterans Bryan Warwick and Jeff
Clark who started two years ago then sat
out a season with grade problems, and
freshman sleeper Billy Mitchell should
more than suffice. What is it they chant at
the Palestra? The Hawk will never die.

CLA. It is said of Larry Brown, a
hard man to satisfy, that when he
_
gets to heaven his first words will
be "Yeah, Lord, this is really nice, but ."
Of course a few more points in UCLA's
final game—more specifically, a few less
jukes on a Kiki Vandeweghe layup—and
even Brown might have been content with
a victory over Louisville and the national
championship in his very first try at col
lege coaching. Headlines such as "Bruins
In Ruins" were almost gleefully plastered
about when Kiki and the kids fell apart,

Iowa's Vincent Brookins

but then Brown changed some things,
moved. Slew Sanders to center .and
watched as his freshman backcourt of
Mike Holton and Rocket Rod Foster, bas
ketball's fastest human, grew up right be
fore the NCAA tournament's eyes. Slick,
quick and explosive Darren Daye and
Cliff Pruitt will see more playing time in
their second year and two newcomers
will be strong contenders for action—6-8
strong forward Kenny Fields and lead
guard candidate Ralph Jackson As if
those freshmen
weren't enough, Brown
also enticed pogo-stick Dean Sears and
mountainous 7-3, 265-pound Mark Eaton
from junior college to Westwood. Looks
like bigger and better doin's for the
Bruins.

'IRGINIA. NO lesser—or more di
verse—gentlemen than Red Auerbach and Arthur Ashe went to
the soapbox when the Cavaliers' Ralph
Sampson decided to remain at Charlot
tesville for at least one more season. Auerbach blasted the decision and faulted
the university for doing the kid wrong.
Ashe praised Sampson and said college
life was inherently more valuable than a
year spent traipsing the grimy corridors
of the Boston Garden. Surely both will be
watching as the legitimate 7-4 sophomore
progresses in his second season to the
point where he may render all defenses a
joke. Forget Joe Barry Carroll; Sampson
battered Duke's Mike Gminski twice and
was the best center in the land. Unfortu
nately, Coach Terry Holland has not
recruited for speed to take advantage of
Sampson's skills, There was some team
disenchantment with Holland over play
ing time and star status—6-5 guard Jeff
Lamp craves deserved recognition—even
as the Cavs dominated the NIT. But the
real need here is backup help for sorekneed plavmaker Jeff Jones. Lee Raker,
Terry Gates and Craig Robinson return,
albeit slowly, up front, and new guards
Othell Wilson and Ricky Stokes should
help Jones. Nobody needs to help
Sampson.
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A NON-TECHNICAL LOOK
NC
TJSSSS'JFI!^
ADVANTAGES
OF USING STP GAS TREATMENT
It all starts with this wonderful
chemical called
Alkylhydroxybenzylpolyamine.
Fancy name for something that looks
like a balloon on a string. But, as the
primary active ingredient, it does two
important things in your car's fuel
system:
First, it helps remove water from your
gas tank by surrounding droplets of
water, suspending them in your gas
so they can pass
harmlessly through
your fuel system.
Second, it helps pre
vent grundge like
gum and varnish
from sticking to metal
surfaces of the fuel
system in two ways:
By coating the metal
surfaces of the fuel
system and by sur
rounding the gum and
varnish to keep them from getting a
toehold. This helps keep your car
buretor clean and that helps maintain
peak engine performance.
Still with us?
you've got to remember is
that STP Gas Treatment fights back
| against bad guys in your fuel system.
Now for the second thing to
remember: All this isn't fiction. It's
fact. Results proven in scientific tests
For instance:

FIGHTS RUST.
These two
steel bars
were both
soaked in
the same gas
plus water.
Only dif
ference? The
gas used with
the bar on the
right contained
STP Gas
Treatment.

A

FIGHTS WATER.
Water causes more than rust. It
can freeze, too. Brrrr! Regular use
can lessen the likelihood of gas
line freeze. Tests proved STP Gas
Treatment increases the emulsification of water and that means it helps
water get through your system out
your exhaust.
FIGHTS CARB DEPOSITS.

I

Some carburetor openings are tiny
enough to become restricted by
gum and varnish, which can rob
your engine of efficiency. We put
clean metal sleeves in 28 engine

FIGHT BACK! WITH
STP GAS TREATMENT.

© STP Corporation 1979,1400 W. Commercial Blvd., Ft. Lauderdale. Fla. 33310

tests. Without us (left) nasty
formations developed. With us(right)
sleeves came out much cleaner.
Take your pick.
FIGHTS VALVE DEPOSITS.
For this test, we
»i
matched up six
new cars in
three matched
pairs. After only
11
12,000 miles,
look at the
y
difference that
can develop in
valve deposit
0
formation.
^ A , (We're on the
™
right.) That
.
stuff on the
left? Would you want that in your car?
In summary.
Maybe you've never
thought about using a
gas treatment. Well, you
should. Odds are,
you've got some bad
guys lurking in your fuel
system. Things you
ought to fight back
against— if you want to
keep your car running
like it ought to.
STP Gas Treatment
does exactly that.
It's the best selling Gas
Treatment in America.

General Motors Parts Division
is Mr. Goodwrench and more than
12,500 GM Parts employes
dedicated to good customer care.
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uuring uraham's heydaTatNorthwSatSr^gh^l!^^^^^^^^^!^^
witnessed the birth of a star: Otto scored
three touchdowns on 10- and seven-yard

War and graduation decimated the

runs and a 93-yard punt return. He

Wildcats' 1942 squad. They had Graham

passed 64yards to Ike Kepford for a fourth

and not much more, defeating only Texas

TD in spearheading the 51-3 Wildcat vic
tory.

in a 10-game schedule. Otto, though, led

His Big Ten debut came when Wiscon

(he corppleted 21 of 29 aerials against

the Big Ten in passing and total offense

sin invaded Evanston. Coach Stuhldreher,

Michigan), and was set up for the great

meet Otto Graham. Chalk up a 41-14 mar

1943 season that saw the Wildcats lose

gin for the Cat s and two touchdowns for
Otto.

Michigan. Graham's 61 points in1943 was

only to No. 1 Notre Dame and No. 3
a Wildcat record until Ron Burton got 76
in 1958.

When Michigan invaded the following
Saturday, Northwestern found the Wol
verines enraged at a Chicago newspaper

Though 1943 concluded his eligibility

account declaring that "Otto Graham, the

at NU, Otto Graham made further contri

Northwestern sophomore, may make Big

butions to college gridiron lore. In 1946,

Tens forget Michigan's Tom Harmon." So

with the College All-Star team coached by
Indiana s Bo McMillin, Otto passed 62

though Otto skirted end for a 15-yard
touchdown run, Michigan won 14-7.
Did Northwestern take on the biggies in
order! After Michigan, the Wildcats beat
Ohio State 14-7 on Graham's TD aerials to
Clarence Hasse and Bob Motl. Next was
an invasion of Minnesota, unbeaten since
1939 and gunning for a second consecu
tive national championship. Minnesota
took a 2-0 lead. Graham responded with a
73-yard TD pass to Motl, and NU parti
sans complained bitterly when officials
nullified

the

play—ineligible

receiver

downfield. Graham shrugged and sent
the Wildcats ahead 7-2 on a pass to Hasse.
In the second half, Bemie Bierman's
Gophers were at the NU 41. The Gophers
lined up quickly, without a huddle or
shift, and Bud

Higgins bolted

for

a

touchdown. Now Wildcat fans had an
argument—still raging in 1980—about
the legality of Minnesota's scoring play.
The 8-7 victory over Graham and NU was
46t

At your next tailgate party, or any festive occasion,
let "V-8" Spicy-Hot give your Bloody Mary
a spicy hot kick. "V-8" Spicy-Hot Vegetable
Juice Cocktail is a spirited blend of
8 great vegetables with a special spicy
sizzle that puts more spirit in the spirits.
Makes a spirited snack or before-meal ^Jgj
1
appetizer, too!
"tjiv..a

The winner of eight monograms, Graham
was a truly gifted athlete.
the closest call Minnesota had in retain
ing the national crown. And talk of NU
playing a suicide schedule! TWo weeks la
ter, Notre Dame had its first
Graham.

look at

This was Leahy's initial Notre Dame
team and the unbeaten (but tiedby Army)
Fighting Irish also had national cham
pionship ambitions. They took a 7-0 lead,
but seven minutes later Otto had rushed
for an NU touchdown. Leahy had set up a
special extra point defense, and center
Wally Ziemba charged through to block
Northwestern s conversion attempt.
The Irish won 7-6. The final

season's

poll had Minnesota No. 1, Notre Dame 3,
Michigan 5, and sophomore Otto Graham
had starred against each as Northwest
ern fell to all three by a total of only 9
points.

yards to Wisconsin's Elroy Hirsch for one
touchdown in the Collegians' 16-0 victory
over the Los Angeles Rams. He sub
sequently was the Ail-Star coach in 10
games and directed the Collegians to two
victories—35-19 over the Lions in 1958,
and 20-17 over Green Bay in 1963. That
season of 1963 was a banner one for Otto

V-8" is a registered trademark of Campbell

Graham's association with college foot
ball.

HERE'S HOW TO ORDER YOUR "V-8" SPICY-HOT COOLER:

After the All-Star game, he returned to
the

United

States

Merchant

Marine

academy and coached his team to vic
tories over Drexel, Norwich, Wesleyan,
Amherst, Worcester Tech, Trinity, Central
Connecticut State, and Springfield. The
academy s first

unbeaten season is re

membered as a blue-ribbon event by Col
lege Hall of Famer Otto Graham, who had
gone into the coaching ranks with this
philosophy: "I can't be convinced that
winning at any price is more important
than how you play the game."
<|t

Jow "V-8" Spicy-Hot has a
special offer on a custom-designed
cooler that's great for tailgate parties
or any outdoor get-together. It's a Vigallon insulated cooler with a tough, durable,
yet light-weight body. The cooler has a screw-on
lid plus a handy pour spout that's covered by a
snap-lock cap. The cooler is yours for just $4.95 plus
one label from any size "V-8" Spicy-Hot
1! -

vn^nil unll I A

C QC\

For each cooler ordered, send a check or money order for $4.95 (no cash please) and one
label from any size "V-8" Spicy-Hot (Wisconsin residents-send $4.95 and label facsimile
only) along with your name, address and zip code to:
"V-8" Spicy-Hot Cooler, Box 8466, Clinton, Iowa 52736
Name

(please print)

Address.

_ZipCode_
v
®ta'e
"
(must be included)
Offer Expires March 31, 1981. Please allow 7 weeks for delivery. Offer good only in U.S.A..
Puerto Rico and military installations. Wisconsin residents send money requirement plus label
facsimile only. Void if taxed, restricted or forbidden by law.
Mailina vour reauesl to the offeror: Campbell Soup Company. Camden, New Jersey 08101.
WILL DELAY DELIVERY.
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UTAH STATE

denas Shackleford Bob Singler

an Stewart

.rett Ure

The air crackles with anticipation as
you approach the country's most
imposing sports arena. The Louisiana
•Superdome! Inside, tension mounts
as you take your seat. Suddenly, the
crowd sends up a deafening roar
Super Bowl XV is about to begin'
And you're part of it.
Sound exciting? Then get in on
ffaggar s Super Bowl Sweepstakes.
There s nothing to buy. Just come to
the nearest participating store for
complete rules and official entry
blanks. You could win one of these
terrific prizes.
10 GRAND PRIZES: An expensepaid trip for two to Super Bowl XV
in New Orleans, January 23-25, 1981. |

Main photo: Roger Staubach wears a gray
Imperial® wool herringbone sport coat
and solid gray slacks. Jack's sport coat is a
nch Fawn™ suede from The Gallery
by Haggar®.

Trip will include coach airfare, hotel
accommodations for three nights
access to the Haggar Hospitality
Suite and a pre-game brunch,' two
tickets to The Super Bowl game
transportation to and from the game
with police escort, $200 cash, plus a
Haggar wardrobe consisting of one
suit, one sport coat, and three pairs
ot slacks from the Haggar line of
your choice (Comfort-Plus™
Imperial®, The Gallery by Haggar®
or Body Work by Haggar® )
'

| 100 SECOND PRIZES: A Haggar
wardrobe of one suit, one sport coat
and three pairs of slacks.
1000 THIRD PRIZES: One pair of
Haggar slacks.
5000 FOURTH PRIZES: Prints of
specially-commissioned Super Bowl
artwork by noted American sports
artist Merv Corning.

NEBRASKA 68009. Your reques, muS beS^ivemb^ 10,
1980. Each request must be
mailed separately. Sweepstakes
void in the states of Wisconsin,
Ohio, and wherever prohibited
by law. Entrants must be 18
years of age or older.

HAGGAR

WARDROBE OF THE SUPER^OWL

Ken Thompson

Aaron Smith

Rob Smith

Todd Stapley

Steve Steinke

Bruce Thorpe

Kelly Treseder

Maurice Turner

Siotame Uluave

Wes Wilcken

Steve Vanderbrink

1980-81 USU Basketball Schedule
November
Fri.
Nov. 21
Nov. 28
Fri.

Simon Frazier U.
St. Martins

Logan
Logan

December
Thurs. Dec. 4
Sat.
Dec. 6
Tues. Dec. 9
Tues. Dec. 16
Fri.
Dec. 19
Dec. 20
Sat.
Sat.
Dec. 27
Tues. Dec. 30

Weber State
BYU
Utah
Utah
Industrial Classic
Industrial Classic
BYU
Idaho State

Salt Lake
Provo
Logan
Utah
Providence, R.I.
Providence, R.I.
Provo
Pocatello

January
Sat.
Thurs.
Sat.
Thurs.
Sat.

Weber State
East Central (Olda.)
Portland State
Fresno State*
Pacific*

Jan. 3
Jan. 8
Ian. 10
Jan. 15
Jan. 17

Logan
Logan
Portland
Logan
Logan

Thurs. Jan. 22
Sat.
Jan. 24
Thurs. Jan. 29
Sat.
Jan. 31

Santa Barbara*
Fullerton State*
San Jose State*
San Jose State*

Santa Barbara
Fullerton
San Jose
Logan

February
Thur. Feb. 5
Sat.
Feb. 7
Thur. Feb. 12
Sat.
Feb. 14
Thurs. Feb. 19
Sat.
Feb. 21
Thurs. Feb. 26
Sat.
Feb. 28

Long Beach*
Irvine*
Irvine*
Long Beach*
Fullerton*
Santa Barbara*
Fresno State*
Pacific*

Long Beach
Irvine
Logan
Logan
Logan
Logan
Fresno
Stockton

PCAA Tourney—March 5-7, Anaheim
NCAA First Round—March 12-15
*PCAA Game
Home Games In Bold
Homes Games Tipoff—7:30 p.m.

Bruce
Snyder

in my life—and my desire to succeed at
it is so great—these other activities
keep me in balance," he said.
Snyder has built USU football on a
solid foundation. The numbers during
his four years as head coach indicate
continual improvement: 3-8, 4-7, 7-4,
9-2.
Now what?

Head Coach
Now in year five of his tenure as the
school's 15th football coach, Bruce
Snyder may be seen as different things
to different people.
To coaching contemporaries across
the country he is a brilliant strategist:
he calls all of USU's plays and last year
the Aggies produced the most
balanced-yet-prolific offense in school
history.
To USU faculty he is a popular
campus figure, due in part to his
initiation of an activity called "Cider
and Snyder," an enthusiastically
attended but informal Thursday
afternoon rap session preceding each
game in the fall.
Those close to him know Snyder for
his extremely competitive instincts, a
characteristic which made him a
starting PAC-8 fullback at the
University of Oregon during the early
1960s. He is an avid distance runner

"To believe it's going to always be
the way it's been here the past few
years—records getting better and
better—is the Pollyanna approach,"
he said. "I believe the won-lost record
any one year is not really an accurate
reflection of the strength of a football
program. A year-after-year look at the
record is."

and cyclist, an active member of
Toastmasters International, a prolific
reader, honorary chairman of the
American Cancer Society of Cache
Valley, and a man with a tremendous
family orientation (father to three
daughters).
"Because football is as strong as it is

Under Snyder, USU teams have
been winners in 19 of the last 26
games. The Aggies have lost but once
in the PCAA.
An El Monte, Calif., native, Snyder
graduated from Oregon in 1963. He
played on the 1960 and 1962 Duck
teams (he redshirted in 1961) and was
a starter on the school's 1960 Liberty
Bowl team.
Snyder and his wife—Linda—have
three daughters: Jennifer (10), Tracy
(6), and a recent addition: Paige.

Aggie Coaching Staff

Cash at hand
When you need money, night
or day, aren't you glad
there's First Security's
HandiBank? You can with
draw from $5 to $150 from
your checking or savings
account at your convenience.
If you have a First Security
VISA Credit Card or checking
account with Check Protec
tion Plus, you can even make
yourself a loan. Just put the
touch on HandiBank.

Hand!

First
Security
Bonks
Members FDIC

HandiBank at these locations:
Salt Lake City: 79 South Main Street •
2301 East 13th South • 995 East 70th
South • 3601 South 2700 West (Valley
Fair Mall) • 6135 South State Street
(Fashion Place Mall) • 3885 Wasatch

Oram: 1175 South State (University Mall)
Provo: 92 North University Ave.
Ogden: 3800 Washington Blvd.
Logan: 1300 North Main (Cache Valley

Don't be a Dodo.

i
Chris Pella

Assistant Head Coach

Rod Marinelli
Defensive Line

20

i

Kent Baer

Outside Linebackers

Keith Gilbertson

Offensive Coordinator

Joe Wood

Tight Ends

Bill Laveroni

Offensive Line

Terry Shea

Quarterbacks, Wide
Receivers, Kicking Game

Denny Schuler

Defensive Coordinator

Mike Wauffle

Graduate Assistant

Jim O'Rourke

Graduate Assistant

Read The Enterprise.
It may keep your business from becoming extinct.
Subscriptions $24/year. 533-0556.

Reeling.

Stadium Records
(Single Game, Individual)

RECEIVING

POINTS: 30 Eric Lane, BYU, 1979.
TD's: 5, Eric Lane, BYU, 1979.
PAT's: 8, Dev Duke, BYU, 1977. Kurt Gunther, BYU, 1980
PAT ATTEMPTS: 9, Dev Duke, BYU, 1977; Kurt Gunther, BYU, 1980
FIELD GOALS: 4, Steve Steinke vs. Pacific, 1978.
;,ONG FIELD GOAL: 61 yards, Ray Guy, USM, 1972, (was
NCAA Record).

RECEPTIONS: 15, Tom Forzani vs. Idaho, 1972.
YARDS GAINED: 224, Craig Clark vs. Utah, 1972
TD PASSES CAUGHT: 3, Craig Clark vs. Utah, 1972; 1 odd
Christensen, BYU, 1977; Ken Thompson vs. BYU, 1980
LONG PASS PLAY: 85 yards, Tony Adams to Craig Clark vs.
Utah, 1972.

PUNTING-KO RETURN

PUSHING

LONG KO RETURN: 98 yds. (TD) Altie Taylor vs. WSU, 1968.
LONG PUNT: 73 yds., Guy McClure vs. San Jose, 1978
PUNTS: 10, A1 Knapp, USU; Wally Ballard, USM, 1974 MSU,
1969; Steve Tanner, Idaho, 1972.
AVERAGE PER PUNT: 50.6 (6-304), Stefan Schroeder, Pacific,

ARRIES: 37, Louie Giammona vs. Weber State, 1974.
TD's: 5, Eric Lane, BYU, 1979.
LONG RUSH: 89 yards, (TD) Louie Giammona vs. Utah, 1974.
NET YARDS: 252, Rick Parros vs. Fresno State, 1978.
AVERAGE PER RUSH: 9.7 (97-yds.-10 att.) George Tribble
vs. Wichita State, 1968.

1969.
PUNT RETURNS: 7, Kelley Deist, USU vs. USM, 1974.
PUNT RETURN, YARDS: 121 yds., Bob Wicks vs. Bowling
Green, 1970.
LONGEST PUNT RETURN: 84 yds., (TD), Bob Wicks vs.
Bowling Green, 1970.

PASSING
Emotions run high during big games
To fully capture the thrill of victory
and the agony of defeat, you need
feeling. You need a specialist.
That's why Eyewitness News has
Paul James.

His biggest asset is enthusiasm for
sports and understanding the emotions
involved. It
—
means you get
the News
the best sports
Specialists
#1 EyewitnessNews
cast possible.

Q>

ATTEMPTED: 49, Bob Gagliano vs. BYU, 1980
COMPLETIONS: 31, Tony Adams vs. Idaho, 1972.
CONSECUTIVE COMPLETIONS: 13, Tony Adams vs. Idaho,
1972 (2nd Qtr.).
YARDS GAINED: 561, Tony Adams vs. Utah, 1972, (was
NCAA Record).
PERCENT.COMPLETED: .76 (19-25) Marc Wilson, BYU, 1979.
TD PASSES- 6, Giff Nielsen, BYU, 1977; Jim McMahon, BYU, 1980
PASSES HAD INTERCEPTED: 4, Tony Adams vs. Utah, 1970;
Joe Pisarcik, NMS, 1971; Jim Starkes, UNLV, 1971.

TOTAL OFFENSE

PLAYS: 61 (49 Pass, 12 Rush), Bob Gagliano vs. BYU, 1980
YARDS: 537 (561 pass, -24 rush) Tony Adams vs. Utah, 1972.
AVERAGE YDS. PER PLAY: 12.0 (516 yards, 43 plays),
Jim McMahon, BYU, 1980

INTERCEPTIONS

Big Blue Club Additions

^ \
&

Statesman
Cache Valley Builders

Scholarship

Th7

Beaver Mountain
Gus & Donna Bergerner, Idaho Falls
John W. Carlisle, Logan
Faldmo Tours, Bountiful
DAVIS/WEBER
JB's Big Boy
Alfred E. Stratford
Mountain Fuel Supply
First Security Bank, Logan SALT LAKE CITY
Keith Call, Wellsville
Clayton Rudd
Smith's Food King
Aggie

Coach

w

0

PASSES INTERCEPTED: 3, Vic Orneles, Pacific, 1969; Phil
Shelley vs. Utah, 1972.
INTERCEPTION RETURN: 44 yds., Ron Linehan, LB (TD)V
Idaho, 1970; Bob Fuhriman vs. Wyoming, 1973.

DAVIS/WEBER
V.A. Nalder
LOGAN
Wayne Nielsen
Dick Sackett
SOUTH CACHE
Keith Hansen

0

Century

670 south Main St. Brigham City
460 North Main St. Brigham City
3145 Harrison Blvd. Ogden
4275 Harrison Blvd. Ogden
99 East 4600 South ogden
6585 South 1900 West Roy
375 south state Clearfield
1400 North Main Logan
158 East 4th North Logan
366 East 1300 South Orem
470 North 9th East Provo
1075 East Main St. Price
632 south 100 west Payson

402 6th Avenue SLC
50 East 3900 South SLC
844 South 9th East SLC
3981 Wasatch Blvd. SLC
4660 South 900 East SLC
186 East 6100 south SLC
656 East 2nd. South SLC
2135 South 9th East SLC
2039 East 9400 South SLC
7046 South Redwood Rd. SLC
3540 South 8400 West Magna
1774 west 4100 South Granger

LOGAN
Wes & Aldora Keller
Wes Nielsen
Darwin Peterson
Denny Schuler
Tom Stewart
Douglas H. Swenson
NORTH CACHE
Richard Waters
Elmer Wood
Robert Wright
SOUTH CACHE
John Dalton
Ray Theurer
Ivan Pyne

LOGAN
Derald Clark
Kent Loveless
NORTH CACHE
George O. Ballard
SOUTH CACHE
Dale Astle
SALT LAKE CITY
Brent L. Thomson
(Huntington)
Clayton Rudd
CALIFORNIA
Dorothy Ann O'Neil
IOWA
Harry Hagedorn

DeVerle's Juniper Inn
Where food is our business not a side line.
Next time it's a Luncheon or Dinner out —
go where the taste REALLY IS GOOD!!

Or just a night out
Wedding Breakfast
Club Luncheons

with your favorite girl.
Every steak aged for you.
— Also —

Chicken
Seafood
Steaks

Home-made rolls
and super-sized pies!!

Booster
LOGAN
Milton M. Anderson
John W. Carlisle
Ed Jessop
Harold Peterson
Steven Theurer

Tuesday — Wednesday — Thursday
11:30a.m.-10p.m.
563-3622 for reservations
Friday and Saturday
a n d dinner suggestions
11:30a.m. —11 p.m.

Training Table
Stan McEntire, Preston

23

Closed Sunday
and Monday

Aggie Trainers

Each year Utah State University athletic
teams must begin the season with
individual physical examinations. This is
an enormous and crucial responsibility for
USU head trainer Dale Mildenberger to
coordinate and complete. Without the
generous help from the area doctors listed
below the task would be very expensive
and time consuming.
The Utah State University Department
of Athletics and trainer Mildenberger
extends a much deserved thanks to the
following doctors:

FINE MEATS
HAMS
BACON

Medical Assistance
From Area Doctors

The Utah State University athletic training room, directed by
head trainer Dale Mildenberger, provides expertise in the area of
athletic injury prevention, treatment and rehabilitation for 15
intercollegiate varsity men's and women's teams.
Pictured above, standing left, USU head trainer Dale
Mildenberger and assistants Mike Black and Scott Straker.
Kneeling, 1-r, Dave Slack and Tom Goodwin.
Other staff members not pictured include Jeff Martinez, Scott
Smith, Shauna Bolinger, Shelley Ishii, Ron Olson and Sid Davis.

SAUSAGES

Dr. Russell Anderson
Dr. Robert F. Bryner
Dr. John W. Carlisle
(Director, USU Student
Health Center)
Dr. James E. Conant
Dr. Kent E. Gibbs
Dr. David K. Fox
Dr. Glenn Mortensen
Dr. James P. Neeley
Dr. James M. Steel
Dr. Michael J. Stones
Dr. Steve Taylor
Dr. Glenn C. Terry
Dr. John C. Worley
(USU Team Physician)

Wwf
Mktiik
• Gates
> Columns
• Windows
• Swing Sets
> Inside Rails
> Outside Rails
> Mailbox Stands
> Machine Guards
> Basketball Goals
> Ornamental Iron
» Portable Welding
» Playground Equipment
» Custom designs to fit your Needs

BAER WELDING. INC.

"Our quality iron work
can increase the value
of your property!"

103 West 1 st North
Providence, Utah
Phone 752-3089

Nurses
Marge Hoffman
Judy Baldwin

Dining & Banquet Rooms

30 West 700 North

BREAKFAST • LUNCH • DINNER

LOGAN

(^Children's Menu)

Specializing In

752-1277

STEAKS

CHICKEN • SHRIMP <

Try It Once—You'll Serve It Often

Box Lunches
Prepared Upon Request

The 1980 USU football team managers, the support staff which
handles the important details to assure that practice and game
days go smoothly are pictured above, 1-r, A1 Gergen, Stan Laub,
head manager and Rick Weber.
24

SKY LOFT
Banquet Room
Seats 25-200 Reservations

25

Logan 752-9969
1079 North Main

REAOV MIX t
CONCRETE
-RADIO-DISPATCHED
752-2000
• ALL AGGREGATE WASHED
• ANY SPECIFICATION • ANY QUANTITY
• CHEMICAL ADDITIVES AVAILABLE
• HOT WATER • CALCIUM CHLORIDE

• SAND & GRAVEL
• FILL A TOP SOIL
• EXCAVATING - LEVELING
• BLACKTOP PAVING
• BUILDING DEMOLITION

PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE IN CACHE VALLEY
TREMONTON PLANT
257-7361

GARDEN CITY PLANT
FOR BEAR LAKE AREA

SODA SPRINGS PLANT
547-3448

946-3222
IF NO ANS. CALL DICK SACKETT RES. 752-7141 KENT GUNNELL RES 752-7899
KEN SPRING RES. 752-6192

Bob Russell

752-9383

JOHNSON READY MIX

DIVISION OF LeGRAND JOHNSON CONSTRUCTION CO.

SERVING SINCE 1934

1000 SOUTH MAIN

We'd like to get
to know You...

Listed below are the players who graded
out with high marks and have been selec
ted by the Aggie coaches for game awards.
USU 46
BYU 70
PLAYER OF THE GAME: Bob Gagliano, QB
Offensive Player: Ken Thompson, WR
12th Man, Offense: Wes Wilcken, TE;
Steve Jacson, C
Defensive Player: Dave Bluford, LB
12th Man, Defense: Greg Kragen, DT
Kicking Game: Kimber Hall, QB
Scout Team: Offense: none selected
Scout Team, Defense: Marc Watts
USU 14
Fresno State 0
PLAYER OF THE GAME: Mike Perko, DT
Defensive Player: Dave Bluford, LB
12th Man Defense: Pat McKenna, LB; John
Erbeznik, FS
Offensive Player: none selected
12th Man Offense: Marvin Jackson, TB
Kicking Game: Clancey O'Hara, LB
Scout Team, Offense: Troy McWilliams,
Jason Mellon
Scout Team, Defense: Dan Stewart, CB
USU 28
Fullerton 17
PLAYER OF THE GAME: Ken Ciancone, LB
Offensive Player: Maurice Turner, TB
12th Man, Offense: Marvin Jackson, TB
Defensive Player: Shawn Miller, DT
12th Man, Defense: Curtis McGee. FS;
Dave England, LB
Kicking Game: Craig Wattley, CB
Scout Team, Offense: Fred Fernandes, FL
Scout Team, Defense: Eric Grisby, SS
USU 19
Utah 23
PLAYER OF THE GAME: Brett Ure, LB
Offensive Player: Stacy Colbert, FL
12th Man, Offense: Steve Vanderbrink, OT
Defensive Player: Kevin Brady, FS
12th Man, Defense: Pat McKenna, LB;
Patrick Allen CB
Kicking Game: none selected
Scout Team: Dale Ephraim, CB; Chip
Frederking, DT

ARCADE

AGGIE

Game
Awards
Aggie Football

FEAST & FETE

Nelson Fieldhouse
11:30 a.m. before each home game
Aggie Family Buffet, USU Marching Band, Coach Bruce Snyder,
Aggiettes, Cheerleaders & Songleaders
BUFFET & FETE
$6.00
HOAGIE SANDWICH
$3.00
CHILDREN UNDER 10
$3.00

Sponsored by USU Alumni Association

LOGAN SAVINGS

1Soinga hLo»n hMwaCo»p

puts you in first place!
LOGAN SAVINGS & LOAN ASSN.
360 N. Main, Logan - 752-0355, Tremonton Branch at 40 W. Main,
Cache Valley Mall Branch, Logan — 753-0714.

lifeston's
Hampltgtyter Jflotels

"Go Big Blue"

a
n
Ital'

ESUC

PLACE

* INDOOR SWIMMING POOL
• THERAPY ROOMS
• CONVENTION FACILITIES

Sandwiches"
"We Build S,

135 CHURCH and 1395 EAST 700 NORTH

LOGAN

Complete Styling Services

NEXT HOME FOOTBALL GAME

featuring the
•

PRECISION PERMING SYSTEM

HAIR CUTTING
BLOW STYLING

November 1

HELENE
CURTIS

UmPerm

- EXPERT -

Evening
Appointments

PACIFIC (Homecoming)
For Guys
& Dolls

Wc want
everyone
to fly

1 290 EAST • 7TH NORTH - LOGAN
•4 on University Hill *

(next to Kampus Drive-inl

Our staff is here to serve you with quality printing.
43 South First West

Air California is bringing convenient, eco
nomical air travel to more people and more
places across the West-with service to major
cities in California, Nevada and Oregon.
And a commitment to giving you the lowest
fares in the air. We're Air California, and
we want everyone to fly.

Logan

752-0311

E L L I S E Q U I P M E N T C O .

-SiOUXGRAIN BINS - GATES

FORAGE & FEEDING EQUIPMENT

(llJONSET

5MOWE0

FARM 8 COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS

GRAIN AUGERS - FARM SCAT

USU 17

DIVISION OF THE SOUTHLAND CORPORATION

7-ELEVEI1. ...What You Want,
When You Want It
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Texas 35

PLAYER OF THE GAME:
James Murphy, WR
Offensive Player: Craig Rigsbee, OT
12th Man, Offense: Steve Vanderbrink, OT
Defensive Player: Rod Clayton, CB;
Mike Perko, DT
12th Man, Defense: Vao Petaia, DT
Kicking Game: Kimber Hall, Special Teams
Scout Team, Offense: Mark Jacoby, OT
Scout Team, Defense: Cardenas
Shakleford, CB

Phone 752-4311

LOGAN, UTAH
84321

701 South Main

UTAH MORTGAGE LOAN
CORPORATION 753-2350
15 South Main St. Logan, Utah

AIR#CALIFORNIA

BEST WISHES, AGGIES!

Official Airline of the P. C. A. A.
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For

For

Checking

For
CONVENIENT No Annual
MasterCard
LOCATIONS

Free checking privileges with no
service charge. Free checks with
name imprinting and deposit record
included, when you maintain a

When your love is forever...

MasterCard.

minimum of $300 balance.

It shows in every adoring gaze and tender smile.
Your special glow makes your world more beautiful
than ever, and your happiness is reflected with a
Keepsake diamond ring. A diamond so brilliant
in color, so flawless in clarity, so exquisite

For
Daily
Interest

For . •— -•
First
card
Convenience

on all statement savings
You get a higher return with
daily interest. Your savings earn
from the day of deposit until the

in cut it's guaranteed perfect,
forever, by Keepsake.

Bianco
Wyndham

omas f/ewe/ers, J

day of withdrawal with no penalty
for early withdrawal.

MasterCard
Check Guarantee Card
It's A

Each account is insured
safe to $100,000.00
by the F.D.I.C.

73 North Main/Logan
1300 North Main/Logan
70 South Main/Brigham City
818 Washington/Montpelier, Idaho
81 South Main/Soda Springs, Idaho

Henley

Sonata

Keepsake Diamond Centers

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

ZCMI Center/Downtown Salt Lake
Crossroads Mall/Salt Lake
University Mall/Orem
Watch for a new Keepsake Diamond Center
soon to open at the Ogden Mall.

Glenfield
Phone 752-0600

PIONEER OFFICE

CITY CENTER OFFICE

SMITHFIELD OFFICE

460 North Main

99 North Main

685 South Main
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MEMBER F.D.I.C.

Golden Accent

A perfect way to show your love when it s for keeps.

MEETTHE
1981 CHEVY CHEVETTE
ONE TOUGH SON-OF-A-GUN
This year, Chevy Chevette
will star in over 200
performances of the Joie
Chitwood Thrill Show. Now
that's hard work. But that's
show business.
On the streets and roads
you normally drive, you
can count on Chevy Chev
ette to perform for you.
Chevette's tough. Built to
economically go a long

way, for a long time.
Consider Chevette's im
pressive mileage: ^ EPA
Est. MPG/ 39 Hwy. Est.
Remember: Compare the
"estimated MPG" to the
"estimated MPG" of other
cars. You may get differ
ent mileage, depending
on how fast you
drive, weather
conditions

and trip length. Actual
highway mileage will
probably be less than the
estimated highway fuel
economy. Calif, est. lower.
Chevrolets are equipped
with GM-built engines
produced by various
divisions. See your
dealer for details.
And then
consider

Chevrolet

Chevette's low price. Which
makes it one of the most
affordable of all our hotselling small cars. And
Chevette's also the bestselling small car in the U.SA.
There you have it, ladies
and gentlemen. A few
reasons why you'll see
Chevy Chevette at work
for lots of tough customers
like you.

